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> Editorial

 S                   ociologists not only aim to foster discussions within 
the discipline but also are engaged in public debates 
and controversies. Over the last decade Nandini Sund-
ar, a most renowned Indian sociologist and social ac-

tivist challenged the boundary between academia and activism 
and confronted social injustice in India through political action. In 
the interview opening this issue of Global Dialogue, Sundar talks 
about the past and current situation of India’s “war in Bastar” 
and about the diffi culty of being a good scholar and a good activ-
ist in these hastening times.

   Our fi rst symposium “Transformations and Alternatives” starts 
with two texts that trace sociological refl ections on alternative so-
cieties and possible futures through the history of sociology and 
discuss why this kind of refl ection is necessary to combine socio-
logical critique with emancipatory ideas. A text from Latin Ameri-
ca highlights political struggles for a solidary society and the role 
of concepts like Buen Vivir. A contribution from Qatar contrasts 
possible futures of the Arab world. Articles from South Africa and 
Zimbabwe introduce empirical research into how people deal with 
major changes in their lives (in this case brought about by climate 
change) and what obstacles desired policy changes may face. 

   Erik Olin Wright, a scholar whose life and work was dedicated 
to the ideas of equality, freedom, and community passed away 
in January 2019. With him we lose a sociologist whose work on 
class, Marx and “real utopias” did not only inspire colleagues 
across the globe but also activists fi ghting to build a more just 
and democratic society. Two close friends from different parts of 
the world pay tribute to his life and work.

   In our second symposium Birgit Riegraf, Lina Abirafeh and Kadri 
Aavik invited scholars from around the world to present their re-
search on the relation between “Gender and Social Inequality.” 
The articles highlight different aspects of this relation like gender 

inequality in research funding from a European and Nordic per-
spective, the status quo and the fate of Gender Studies in the 
Czech Republic, the route and obstacles of gender inequality in 
the Arab Region, and gendered labor in the Asian context. The ar-
ticles give us an insight into the debates about social progress or 
the backlash in gender equality and spark the discussion on how 
sociology as a discipline can offer tangible solutions for equality 
and social justice. Contributions point to the need of social action 
and the necessity to keep the struggle for gender equality going 
to further pave the way towards an equal society.

   As part of our regional focus on “Sociology from (South) Africa” 
the fi rst article highlights the persistence of poverty and inequality 
in South Africa and puts this as a warning to Africa as a whole. 
The second text discusses the rising popularity of and controver-
sies around charismatic churches in South Africa and addresses 
the silence of sociological voices on this matter. The following 
two articles debate the situation of mining workers in South Af-
rica, one showing how the rhetoric of inclusion contradicts the 
exclusion of women from doing certain tasks while the second 
piece presents an ethnographic study of black unemployed ex-
mine workers and shows the effects unemployment has on their 
confi dence and self-worth. What we can learn from the working 
people of Tanzania is brought to us in an article that examines 
the food system in Dar es Salaam. Focusing on the history of 
Zimbabwe, the next piece examines the modes of accumulation 
and political reproduction that transformed and sustained Zimba-
bwe’s predatory state. With a wonderful photo-essay Alexia and 
Edward Webster round off this symposium by combining insights 
about Johannesburg’s history with remarkable photographs of 
that city built on gold. 

   Finally, the article included in the Open Section of this issue 
examines solidarity in times of right-wing populism in Europe by 
focusing on Austria and Hungary. 

Brigitte Aulenbacher and Klaus Dörre, 
editors of Global Dialogue
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“The hardest thing in times of crises is to remember that we also 
have a responsibility to keep doing research. Sometimes sociological 
writing seems like a personal project which benefi ts no-one other than 
the author, sometimes it feels pointless especially if it’s not ground-
breaking, but at the end of the day we are paid to add whatever little 

incremental knowledge we can to the world.”
Nandini Sundar
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Nandini Sundar.

JG: Your critically acclaimed book Subalterns and 
Sovereigns: An Anthropological History of Bastar 
was published in 1997 and focuses on the nine-
teenth- and twentieth-century history of Bastar. 
Can you tell us about the initial interest and moti-
vation that led you to focus your work on this area 
in central India?

NS: When I started out on my PhD in the late 1980s at 
the department of anthropology, Columbia University, 
I was inspired by the work of Marxist historians like 
E.P. Thompson and Eric Hobsbawm, as well as anthro-
pologists like June Nash and William Roseberry with a 
political economy focus. In India, scholars were debat-
ing the subaltern school of history. I knew I wanted to 
study colonialism, the expansion of capital, and peas-
ant rebellion/contemporary social movements, but it 

> Burning Forests
An Interview with Nandini Sundar

Nandini Sundar is Professor of Sociology at 
the Delhi School of Economics, Delhi Universi-
ty. Her recent publications include: The Burn-
ing Forest: India’s War in Bastar (Juggernaut 
Press, 2016, and new edition under the title 
The Burning Forest: India’s War Against the 
Maoists, Verso, 2019); an edited volume, The 
Scheduled Tribes and Their India (OUP, 2016); 
Civil Wars in South Asia: State, Sovereignty, 
Development (co-edited with Aparna Sundar, 
SAGE, 2014); and Inequality and Social Mobil-
ity in Post-Reform India, Special Issue of Con-
temporary South Asia (co-edited with Ravinder 
Kaur, 2016). She has also authored Subalterns 
and Sovereigns: An Anthropological History of 
Bastar (2nd ed., 2007); co-authored Branching 
Out: Joint Forest Management in India (2001); 
edited Legal Grounds: Natural Resources, Iden-
tity and the Law in Jharkhand (2009); and co-
edited Anthropology in the East: The founders 
of Indian sociology and anthropology (2007). 
Sundar was editor of Contributions to Indian 
Sociology from 2007 to 2011 and has served 
on the boards of several journals, research in-
stitutions, and government committees. She 
was awarded the Infosys Prize for Social Sci-
ences (Social Anthropology) in 2010, the Ester 
Boserup Prize for Research in Development in 
2016, and the Malcolm Adiseshiah Award for 
Distinguished Contributions to Development 
Studies in 2017. 

Sundar has been engaged in human rights liti-
gation and activism since 2005. In 2011, the 
Supreme Court of India banned state support 
for armed vigilantism in a landmark judg-
ment, Nandini Sundar vs. State of Chhattis-
garh. She writes regularly for the media on 
contemporary issues, and her writing is avail-
able at http://nandinisundar.blogspot.com.

Here she is interviewed by Johanna Grubner, a 
PhD researcher at the Johannes Kepler Univer-
sity, Linz, Austria and assistant editor of Global 
Dialogue.
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took a while to fi gure out where and how. In 1990, I visited 
Bastar for the fi rst time, and it seemed to have all the in-
gredients I needed for a PhD – generous people, ongoing 
social movements, a rebellious past… and nobody had 
really worked on this history. 

JG: In your latest book The Burning Forest: India’s 
War Against the Maoists, you discuss the results of 
your continued research and fi eldwork in the area of 
Bastar. Could you briefl y describe the specifi c social 
and political confl icts taking place in this area today?

NS: For the last century or more, central India has been 
exploited for its forest and mineral resources, a process that 
has intensifi ed in the early 21st century. Large corporates 
have been given mining leases, displacing local communi-
ties and causing environmental and social distress. People 
have been resisting displacement through a variety of move-
ments. One form this has taken in the last couple of dec-
ades is through participation in armed guerilla activity with 
the Communist Party of India (Maoist). The government’s 
counterinsurgency operations have involved a large number 
of extrajudicial killings, the massive proliferation of security 
camps, and militarization of the landscape. Currently, both 
the government and the Maoists are intransigent about 
adopting armed methods, though they both claim to want 
dialogue and peace in the interests of the people.
 
JG: In The Burning Forest, you call the status and un-
derstanding of democracy and democratic practices 
in India into question and state that “India is a de-
mocracy with all institutions […] but what they mean 
may not be what we expect.” Could you outline this 
critique for us?

NS: Elements which are often considered essential to 
democracy, like elections or welfare measures, are often 
used to delegitimize alternative modes of protest as well as 
forms of life that do not fi t in with the state’s vision of job-
less growth. These include forms of coexistence with the 
forest as well as a range of artisanal productive practices. 
Even in “normal times” electoral representation is prob-
lematic because of the structural inequalities under which 
it functions, such as the enormous sums of money that are 
required to fi ght elections, making parties dependent on 
big business and facilitating a variety of corrupt practices. 
However, during counterinsurgency or confl ict, the use of 
the democratic apparatus as an instrument of oppression 
rather than of representation is especially pronounced. For 
instance, people are forced to vote to legitimate the po-
litical order, and parties and organizations are selectively 
banned. Currently in India, large sections of the media 
have been co-opted by the right wing and are function-
ing as hate propagandists masquerading as nationalists. 
Increasingly all the institutions that support democracy 
are being hollowed out, such as the judiciary, regulatory 

authorities, etc. Democratic politics – through the appear-
ance of separation of powers and popular consent – func-
tions as an outer limit on the possibility of thinking through 
creative alternatives.  

JG: The social and political confl icts in Bastar involve 
the state, as well as a number of different political 
and social groups with different structures and dif-
ferent political and social aims. Can you speak about 
the theoretical framework you draw upon, as well as 
the empirical approach you apply to capture these 
differences and why you consider them to be useful? 

NS: My underlying theoretical framework is always broad-
ly Marxist. In The Burning Forest, however, I have tried 
to do an ethnography of democracy through the various 
aspirations people bring to the process, as well as the 
way different institutions like the media, judiciary, and 
political parties have responded. We see how impunity 
and precarity are co-constructed, but also how people 
have the will to survive and fi ght. I have tried to appeal 
to a generalist audience, so the critique is implicit. The 
choice of methods and sites was determined largely by 
circumstances. Since I was so centrally involved in what 
I was writing about – as a litigant against human rights 
violations – certain spaces were more diffi cult to access, 
such as the world of the police and security forces. How-
ever, other spaces became available to study intimately, 
such as the legal process involved in fi ling public interest 
litigation and how the judiciary functions.  

JG: In your experience, can sociological fi eld studies 
such as the one you conducted in Bastar help us to 
gain insight into the social structure of confl ict more 
generally? And if so, could you tell us about some of 
those elements of your work that you fi nd particularly 
pertinent when viewing social confl icts beyond the 
context of Bastar?

NS: There are many resonances between what is happen-
ing in Bastar and what is happening elsewhere, especially 
in resource-rich areas with indigenous people. I have learnt 
a lot from the literature on Latin American movements and 
state violence as well as from studies on counterinsurgen-
cy, including the British use of emergency legislation and 
strategic hamletting in Malaya, Vietnam, etc. 

There are many ways that one can treat a subject like this, 
and I can think of at least three alternative books I could 
have written: around vigilantism and questions of author-
ity, proxy authorship by the state, and individual culpability; 
around law and its fl eeting appearances and the way in 
which this frames the state; or around the confl icted emo-
tions of civil war. Further, unlike the excellent sociological/
anthropological work on the Latin American armed left, we 
do not have a solid study of the Maoist movement which 
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looks, for instance, at the changes they have brought 
about in land distribution and the local agrarian political 
economy. I think that is something worth doing. 

JG: In situations where democratic principles are 
challenged and basic human rights are violated, what 
would you consider to be the responsibilities of the 
social sciences and specifi cally of sociology as a dis-
cipline?

NS: We all have multiple responsibilities – as citizens, as 
sociologists, as teachers. There are times when we feel 
called on to don our citizen hats – attend a demonstration, 
sign a petition, give evidence in court, or whatever. At other 
times, our responsibility to our students and colleagues 
takes over and the relentless grind of academic life pre-
cludes other kinds of activities. The hardest thing in times 
of crises is to remember that we also have a responsibil-
ity to keep doing research. Sometimes sociological writing 
seems like a personal project which benefi ts no-one other 
than the author, sometimes it feels pointless especially if 
it’s not groundbreaking, but at the end of the day we are 
paid to add whatever little incremental knowledge we can 
to the world. In these days of academic precarity, it’s im-
portant also to keep reminding ourselves that having a job 
is a privilege. 

JG: You are considered to be an academic as well as 
a social activist. Would you agree with this descrip-
tion? And how would you describe the typical relation 
between academia and politics in India and how this 
has affected your work? 

NS: I have always been involved in various civil liberties 
and anti-communal platforms, but it was because I was 
deeply invested in Bastar as a researcher that I was driven 
to nearly full-time human rights activism in 2005. In 2007 
when we initiated litigation in the Supreme Court against 
vigilantism and state atrocities I did not imagine, however, 
that we would still be in court in 2019. We got a great 
judgment in 2011 banning state support for vigilantes and 

ordering compensation to all victims, but the government 
refused to implement it, so we are still struggling for jus-
tice. In 2016, the Chhattisgarh police fi led a vindictive and 
false complaint against six of us for murder, bearing arms, 
rioting, etc., along with charges under the Unlawful Ac-
tivities Prevention Act, one of India’s main anti-terror laws. 
Luckily we got reprieve from the Court and were not jailed, 
but the charges were only lifted in February 2019. 

Over time my activism in Chhattisgarh has waned as other 
people have come in to work on this issue. Personally, I 
fi nd it hard to be a good activist and a good academic, 
if for nothing else but the time this takes. At one level, 
many Indian social scientists are involved in some form of 
activism, because the problems around us are so visible 
and pressing. But there are others who are supercilious 
about activism, claiming it detracts from objectivity and 
appropriate theorizing. Under the Modi regime, preserving 
the university as an academic space has itself become a 
challenge, as seminars and workshops have been banned, 
speakers have been disinvited, students have been charged 
with sedition and beaten up, and books – including mine – 
are being taken off syllabi for being “anti-national.” 

JG: As your work has already gained a great deal of 
attention, surely many people will be curious about 
your intentions for the future. Can you tell us a little 
about your plans as an activist and scholar for the 
years to come?

NS: In part, it depends on India’s political future, and how 
universities will be treated under future regimes. I have 
several projects in mind, including a study of the mak-
ing of India’s constitution, and the contribution of student 
movements to national politics, but I’m not sure which of 
them I will end up focusing on. I would like very much to 
do research on another continent, but am not sure if and 
when that would be possible. A lot of this also depends on 
getting leave from my university, which is increasingly hard 
to come by these days. 

Direct all correspondence to <nandinisundar@yahoo.com>
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TRANSFORMATIONS AND ALTERNATIVES

> A Brief History of 

Sociological 
Alternatives
by Matt Dawson, University of Glasgow, United Kingdom

>>

 S o, what’s the alternative?” I can’t be the only so-
ciologist to be asked what alternatives sociology 
has to offer to the social problems it so carefully 
catalogues. It was partly this questioning, and 

my occasional inability to answer it, that encouraged me 
to write Social Theory for Alternative Societies, where I at-
tempted to outline a collection of alternatives offered by 
sociologists. Doing so taught me that there is a rich history 
of sociological alternatives. As others have pointed out, 
a discipline which, as sociology increasingly does, bases 
itself on critique and questions the inevitability of what is, 
automatically confronts the question of what could be: the 
question of alternatives. For sociologists grappling with this 
quandary today, an awareness of the history of these alter-
natives would be useful.

   What we see when we study this history is the close con-
nection of critique and alternative. Even Karl Marx, who 

 “ famously quipped that he was not “writing recipes for the 
cookshops of the future” used ideas of what communism 
could look like – eradication of private property, the lessen-
ing of the division of labor, work becoming our “foremost 
need” etc. – as ways to enhance his critique of capitalism. 
The same can be found for later Marxist writers, whether 
it was Henri Lefebvre using the alternative of autogestion 

(self-organization and management) to illuminate the ways 
in which everyday life was manipulated, Herbert Marcuse 
highlighting the “new subjectivity” for humanity suggested 
by the “great refusal” movements of the 1960s and 70s 
or Angela Davis’ advocacy of prison abolition as a response 
to the pernicious prison-industrial complex. These Marxists 
were united in seeing some visions for alternatives as use-
ful and necessary to question the permanence of what is.

   Sociologists from other perspectives shared this view on 
the intimate connection of critique and alternative, across 

Thinking about alternative ways of 

organizing society has always been an 

integral part of sociology. Photo: C. Duncan/

Flickr. Some rights reserved.
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numerous contexts. Émile Durkheim offered multiple alter-
natives, including the banning of inheritance. Inheritance 
was presented as incompatible with the emerging mod-
ern France with its focus on individualism and meritocracy, 
while also exacerbating problematic forms of economic 
inequality, therefore it should be banned. In Scotland, 
Patrick Geddes sought to overcome the overcrowding and 
unhealthy conditions of the industrialized city with a sys-
tem of “conservative surgery” which redesigned cities 
with a focus on civic spaces. The old town of Edinburgh 
still shows the impact of his ideas in the Patrick Geddes 
Heritage Trail. Meanwhile, in the US, W.E.B. Du Bois re-
sponded to changing regimes of racial inequality with dif-
ferent alternatives. He moved from an optimistic, liberal 
belief in science and education expressed in his advocacy 
of “Negro Academies” to a radical claim for black eco-
nomic segregation to indicate the possibility of an alter-
native beyond capitalism. 

   Given C. Wright Mills’ claim in The Sociological Imagina-

tion that sociology is trying to make society more demo-
cratic, it is unsurprising to also see alternatives which fo-
cus on enhancing democracy. In Chicago, George Herbert 
Mead highlighted the diffi culty for the “genius” of all people 
to be expressed in a democracy which reduced politics to 
the battle of “personalities” and instead advocated a set of 
social reforms – social settlements, city clubs, immigrant 
protection leagues, strike arbitration, suffrage campaigns, 
special needs education – which ensured all citizens had 
the chance to express themselves democratically. Mean-
while, exiled in London, Karl Mannheim outlined a system 
of “militant democracy” with a set of strictly enforced cen-
tral democratic values and a “new ruling class,” educated 
in sociology, to avoid the rise of fascism.

   Feminist sociology has also made a signifi cant contri-
bution to the quest for alternatives. Selma James and 
Mariarosa Dalla Costa, responding to previous writers 
such as Margaret Bentson who had advocated socializing 
housework, presented wages for housework as a way to 

overcome the inequities of patriarchy. They also hoped 
through this to make women a central part of the revolu-
tionary struggle for a socialist society. Later, responding 
to worries that pornography had “sexualized hierarchy” 
and reproduced notions of women as primarily sources 
of satisfaction for men, Andrea Dworkin and Catherine 
MacKinnon sought to ban pornography. In response, fem-
inists such as Lynne Segal and Sheila McGregor argued 
that rather than seeking to ban pornography we should 
seek out more feminist expressions of sexuality.

    These alternatives, and others such as Anthony Giddens’ 
“Third Way,” Ulrich Beck’s advocacy of “A Europe of Citi-
zens,” or those of the many sociologists who have con-
tributed to the debate on the basic income suggest a 
need for sociology to consider the nature of its public in-
terventions. While Michael Burawoy’s advocacy for “pub-
lic sociology” has encouraged sociologists to refl ect on 
the nature of their public activity this has, at times, been 
removed from historical examples of public sociology. 
However, when we look at this history through the lens 
of how sociologists have offered alternatives, we fi nd rich 
examples for the current day, from Geddes’ urban rede-
signing, Mead’s community organizing, Davis’ anti-prison 
activism to Mannheim’s radio lectures. Such a focus also 
reminds us of the role fi ction has played in allowing so-
ciologists to outline their alternatives. Perhaps most sig-
nifi cant here is Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s feminist utopia 
Herland, with its emphasis on collective child-rearing and 
sustainable relationships between humanity and nature.

   Ruth Levitas has suggested that, since we spend signifi -
cant effort critiquing forms of inequality and power with the 
assumptions these could be removed, sociologists carry 
“silent utopias” in their work. I hope this short piece has 
shown that often sociologists have not been silent about 
the alternatives they have to offer. Sociology has a rich 
history of alternatives to seek inspiration from, debate and 
critique. When we are asked “so, what’s the alternative?” 
we have many answers to offer.

Direct all correspondence to <Matt.Dawson@Glasgow.ac.uk>
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> Future in the Making  
by Rainer Rilling, University of Marburg, Germany

>>

 T he term “transformation” has a short yet diverse 
history. It ranges from everyday to political-sci-
entifi c descriptions of all kinds of change, from 
political regime change and the development 

of post-colonial orders into liberal democratic capitalisms, 
to the different varieties of a globalizing capitalism and fi -
nally, even more broadly, to the “Great Transformations” 
of the human-nature relationship, of the state-socialist or-
ders into capitalist ones and beyond. While often focused 
on the controversy about how and with whom different ac-
tors could get from “here” to “there,” transformation nar-
ratives have often in a rather curious way neglected certain 
aspects of a “politics of the future.”

   “The future is already here; it is just not yet distributed 
evenly.” That is what William Gibson, who invented the 
term “cyberspace,” is said to have stated a quarter of a 
century ago. However, he kept silent about the current or 
future distribution of this future – even though the question 
already pressed to the fore centuries ago. The emergence 
of modern relations of time in bourgeois modernism not 
only revolutionized the hitherto valid distinction between 
past, present, and future and changed the meaning of “fu-

Who and what shapes our future? 

Photo: S. Vastano/Flickr. Some rights reserved. 

ture” from passive to active (“the future is made”), it also 
moved profi t-making and calculation with coming time – 
that is, futures – into the center of the new economic sys-
tem. Ultimately, the pre-capitalist societies focusing on the 
past were transformed into capital-accumulating societies 
focusing on the future. It is also since then that strategic 
projects aiming to broadly land grab the “continent of the 
future” have existed.

   Through the universalization of markets and capitalized 
money and their territorial as well as social “disembed-
ding” (Karl Polanyi), what came into being were such stra-
tegic formats as the “present futures” (Niklas Luhmann) 
that now exist always and everywhere. Today these are, 
for example, the global bets on the future of the domi-
nant money-power complex of the fi nancial industry, the 
promises of security and the expansion of the “future ap-
paratuses” of the preventive, violent, and military state 
or the calculations made on ecological sustainability and 
economic profi t through the transformative coupling of 
geoengineering and a post-fossil fuel “green capitalism.” 
More than anything else, the construction of a complex ar-
rangement of technological-social innovation through the 
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so-called Industry 4.0, big data, the digital society, smart 
spaces, and digital dominance signifi es the great promise 
of a global consolidation into a project for the transfor-
mation of the informational-industrial productive forces of 
contemporary capitalism.

   There is much to suggest that this will once again revo-
lutionize the large bundle of time-related individual and 
socio-cultural behavior patterns as well as social practices 
that have emerged since the nineteenth century, such 
as precaution, prevention, preemption, preparation, and 
adaptation (resilience), which embody a strong and sus-
tained commitment to the future. 

    These large formats are at the same time public and pri-
vate segments of capitalist capabilities for the future and 
are supposed to clear a way for profi t and power in the 
uncertainties of the respective futures. Their dynamics are 
neither short of violence nor of crisis, precisely because, 
despite their lack of simultaneity, they have developed 
their own bodies as well as modes of power and are thus 
an extraordinarily transformative and planetary force.

   At the same time, each of these projects that aim at 
exploiting the “continent of the future” generates ever 
new globally effective visions, utopias, myths, and expec-
tations (Jens Beckert) of great depth and breadth, which 
underpin the systemic viability of contemporary capital-
ism. These projects function as “generators of sense” 
(Georg Bollenbeck) and contribute pieces of guiding in-
terpretations of the world and their “present futures.”

   What happens when we construct, tell, calculate, write, 
hope, plan, or fantasize about the future? As a result, fu-
tures are made present (actual, real). Futures are defi ned 
by naming, interpreting, and framing, and, by doing so 
here and now, they are brought into the present – becom-
ing “present futures.” All these futures at stake were and 
are named, understood, interpreted, and brought into their 
respective presents, thus making them current and ready 
for decision-making. The whole process is accompanied by 
the endeavor to minimize the difference between the then 
actual “future presents” and the current “present futures,” 
for each “present future” is kept between a here and now 
and a then and there. Present futures are present but at 
the same time absent because they have not happened, 
are not there yet, and may never happen. It is these pres-
ences in the present of something that has not happened, 
or that may never happen, that make such present futures 
the very subject of decisions, actions, or non-actions.

   So it is about who leaves which “time print” (Zeitabdruck) 
of a present future in the future present. Secondly, it is 

necessary in the present to make decisions about ideas, 
models, imaginaries, narratives, and actions oriented to-
wards the future that can be used to generate trust, cred-
ibility, acceptance, approval and, ultimately, security that 
this particular future present – though indefi nite and not 
foreseeable – will actually occur. That is the punch line of 
“future politics.” It stands on shaky feet – but they are the 
feet of giants.

   However, developing present futures also means tak-
ing them away from others, as British futurologist Barbara 
Adam put it: “We make and take futures” – for example, 
those of the exploited, the extremely poor, the homeless, 
the undocumented, prison inmates, or refugees. Here, any 
powerful and hegemonic future-making prefi gures, shapes, 
and erodes the future present of those who follow. Crises, 
poverty, hardship, and austerity compress their time into 
the essential: survival in the distress of this present. Thus, 
it leaves no time for the attractiveness of the future, a bet-
ter life and its imaginaries. Austerity is an uninterrupted 
attack on the future of the poor. To close this fi eld of the 
future – this “warehouse of possibilities” (Luhmann) – and 
to exclude everything from power which could run contrary 
to dominant projects through concurrent substructures is a 
signum of the dominant future politics here and now.

   However, it is not the reach of the great cultural models 
and narratives of capitalist promises of the future but their 
power to shape and their stability that have clearly eroded 
over the last 50 years. Over the last decade, the experi-
ence of the economic crisis, the rapid collapse of social-
democratic-liberal patterns of order, and the rise of violent 
politics from the right have accelerated this destabilization. 
Nationalist and fascist narratives – not about markets but 
about guilty elites – are being revived and updated. Fi-
nancialization and the fi nancial crisis since 2008 devalued 
and destroyed millions of imagined future presents. The 
new, predominantly cultural paths of the future that have 
been reactivated or combined from these experiences and 
possibilities since the turn of the millennium therefore in-
creasingly rely on mega-trend breaks and disruptions in 
the economy in order to enforce regressive retro-cultures 
from the right. Thus, political counter-narratives of the past 
gain weight and stabilize themselves institutionally and 
economically.

   Those who want to criticize, reform, or radically transform 
today’s capitalism obviously have to deal with the fact that 
capitalism is for the fi rst time in history a society of the fu-
ture which operates with probable, plausible, and possible 
futures – whose current mantra, of course, is the massive 
invocation of narratives of the politics of the past.

Direct all correspondence to Rainer Rilling <rillingr@mailer.uni-marburg.de>
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> The Many Voices of 

by Mateo Martínez Abarca, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, Mexico, and Centre 
for Social Studies, University of Coimbra, Portugal 

 D uring recent years in Latin America − espe-
cially in the Andean region − an important 
debate has taken place concerning the idea 
of Buen Vivir. First as a proposal forged in the 

heat of indigenous struggles in the 1990s, then as part of 
an intense discussion in leftist intellectual and academic 
circles, and fi nally, in countries such as Ecuador, as a de-
cisive concept in the drafting of a new national constitu-
tion in 2008 (and thus translated afterwards into public 
policy), Buen Vivir is a powerful idea that has gone a long 
way in a very short time. But what is Buen Vivir after all? 
Should one consider it a proposal with practical relevance 
for the construction of an alternative society, not only in 
Latin America, but across the world? 

   There are many ways to defi ne Buen Vivir, depending 
largely on the place of its enunciation. In precisely this 

>>

sense, it is an idea that assumes both the tone and force 
of the voice invoking it. Buen Vivir therefore doesn’t have 
the same meaning for all indigenous peoples, or for all 
indigenous women, eco activists, intellectuals, NGOs, or 
even the government of Ecuador. Buen Vivir, whose literal 
translation from Spanish to English would be “good liv-
ing,” ultimately points to a rich yet elusive concept-under-
construction, which cannot be easily stabilized, because 
it is being constantly built and rebuilt, negotiated, and 
re-negotiated.

   For indigenous peoples, for instance, Buen Vivir can-
not be understood without taking deep steps into a par-
ticular philosophy and representation of reality. In Ecuador, 
Kichwa peoples use the concept of Sumak Kawsay as an 
equivalent to Buen Vivir. Sumak Kawsay can be defi ned 
as a utopian idea rooted in Pachamama (roughly trans-

Buen Vivir
Illustration by Arbu.
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lated as Mother Earth), in which all social relations be-
tween humans and nature are built into community vis-
a-vis principles of complementarity, reciprocity, solidarity, 
and equality. For Kichwa speakers, Sumak Kawsay can 
be understood as the opposite of Llaki Kawsay, or “bad 
living,” the unfortunate character of life in the absence 
of community. Bolivia’s Aymaras have a similar yet differ-
ent concept called Suma Qamaña. The Guaraní peoples 
of Paraguay call it Ñandereko, while Mapuches from Chile 
and Argentina refer to Küme Mongen, and so on…

   For intellectuals and scholars, particularly in the Latin 
American left, Buen Vivir maintains a strong relation with 
the problems of development, growth, and extractivism. 
Under the capitalist organization of life, economic growth 
rests on the commodifi cation of human productive activi-
ties and of nature itself (taking into consideration even 
“non-productive” human and natural processes). Thus, 
Buen Vivir would be the radical antithesis of market soci-
ety’s modes of valuation: an affi rmation of use value over 
exchange value, as nineteenth- and twentieth-century ma-
terial theorists might frame the distinction. In this sense, 
Buen Vivir would not only mean endeavoring to act upon 
a post-growth societal logic, but also building an entirely 
different post-capitalist economic rationality. 

   In any event, Buen Vivir should be understood as a 
critique of modernity based on different, non-western on-
tologies − including those typically framed as Marxism − 
amidst a crisis of colonial, Eurocentric patterns of global 
power. In terms of its theoretical development, Buen Vivir 

draws multiple insights from critical theory, postcolonial 
theory, feminism, cultural, race, and gender studies, and 
political ecology. But its historic relevance derives mainly 
from the narrow, oftentimes harsh lived experience of so-
cial movements, particularly indigenous movements, which 
have propelled the translation of their refl ections and com-
mitments into a set of ideals to guide their struggles. By 
the same measure, Buen Vivir consistently escapes reifi -
cation, the fl uidity of the concept constituting one of its 
great advantages against the frequent theoretical stagna-
tion of other utopian-like proposals.

   On several occasions communities invent new, highly 
practical concepts out of the idea of Buen Vivir, addressed 
to specifi c challenges in the course of their struggles. An 
example of this would be the notion of Kawsak Sacha or 
“living forest,” elaborated by the indigenous people of 

Sarayaku, who live in Ecuador’s Amazon basin. This pro-
posal was born as a response to the threat of oil exploita-
tion in their territory and had as one of its foremost goals 
to nurture the community’s “life project” as an alterna-
tive to the imposition of extractive models since the early 
2000s. A few years later, Sarayaku and allied agencies 
presented a Kawsak Sacha initiative at the COP 21 Paris 
Climate Summit in 2015, and subsequently at the IUCN 
World Conservation Congress in Hawaii in 2016.

   Buen Vivir has not merely reenacted “ancestral world-
views” − although it does rescue and revitalize several tra-
ditional elements from the historical memory of indigenous 
peoples. Rather, the concept adheres to a very advanced 
construction of ideas and practices constantly adapting to 
the rhythms of a reality in which the continuing exploitation 
of labor and nature remains central. It is a typical mistake 
among academics and activists from the Global North as 
well as the Global South to imagine Buen Vivir as the lat-
est fl avor of New Age spirituality, whereby groups of indig-
enous people and their allies gather to play drums under 
the full moon while the world collapses around them. To 
view Buen Vivir through such rose-tinted, rational-pragma-
tist lenses would unintentionally promote the depoliticizing 
of a proposal that is, in its most unadulterated form, an 
intrinsically and deeply political challenge. 

   Interpretative mistakes such as these, and the depoliti-
cized cooptation of its principles by certain governments as 
a doctrine exclusively of and for state logics, has discred-
ited Buen Vivir as a radical transformative proposal. This 
seems to have happened in Ecuador, where Buen Vivir has 
been part of the national Constitution since 2008. Despite 
its kernel for transformative potential, the subordination of 
Buen Vivir under a specifi c project of a government aligned 
with the so-called “pink tide” in South America, ended up 
bureaucratically exhausting its potential for Ecuadorian 
society as the regime sank into an intensive extractivist 
agenda, authoritarian practices, and a string of corruption 
scandals. And yet, the momentary setback of this ingen-
ious counter-political experiment has also stimulated a 
process of necessary self-critique, renewal, and learning 
amongst the multiple subaltern constituencies that con-
tinue to identify with and believe in the project. And in the 
end, it will be the multitude of these voices who will utter 
the last word about the future of Buen Vivir as a philo-
sophical and political instrument in their struggles.

Direct all correspondence to Mateo Martínez Abarca 
<abortocronico@gmail.com>
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> The Other Future 
of the Arab World
by Abdelkader Latreche, sociologist and demographer, Qatar/Algeria

 F  orecasting, prospecting, or shaping the future 
of the Arab countries or of the Arab world is 
a challenging and diffi cult task. Challenging, 
because it deals with countries over-fascinated 

with the future, split between the splendors of the past and 
the miseries of the present. These are societies in eternal 
debate between the traditional (qadim) and the modern 
(jadid), and in permanent dialectic between rupture and 
continuity in the search for a better tomorrow, including 
the eternal search for the renewal of the myth of the “Arab 
Nation.” Diffi cult, because the Arab countries have been 
in a phase of change since the nineteenth century: af-
ter decolonization came the building of the nation-state; 
thereafter came different types of crisis caused by divi-
sions and confl icts and the search for renewal (tajdid). By 
taking on the struggle for emancipation, renewal (mod-
ernism) rebels against traditionalism and generates rup-
tures. That is also why the Arab countries always appear 
weak and wanting to redo everything; in their revolutions 
for freedom, similar to those of the nineteenth century in 
Europe, the present is always opposed to history, whose 

symbols must be destroyed. In contrast, the future is syn-
onymous with renewal, rupture, and modernism, as seen 
in the nineteenth-century Arab revival movement that de-
nounced the stagnation of the Arab society and promoted 
the emergence of a new modern political space.

   The idea of the future of the Arabs, of the “Arab Na-
tion,” or of the Arab countries has always been present 
in Arab thought, political movements, and parties, before 
and after the independence of the Arab countries. This 
idea, which cannot be dissociated from the contemporary 
history of the Arab countries, in particular the movement 
of renaissance (Nahda), decolonization, modernization, 
and the building of new nation-states, was exclusively as-
sociated with the idea of Arab unity and/or Arab common 
action for decades. Social and popular efforts related to 
the Arab dream are still ongoing in various literary, artistic, 
sports and other fi elds. Clearly, the idea of the future of 
the Arabs transcends both generations and time. But it 
has become more challenging, in particular with the future 
demographic growth of the Arab population.

> The other future

   Since their independence, the Arab countries have shown 
their willingness to modernize the management of the 
state by creating and adopting new national and regional 
institutions, legal and legislative frameworks, and diverse 
national and regional development policies. These national 
and regional efforts have necessitated the mobilization of 
immense quantities of national resources and have always 
been dependent upon one primary source of wealth − oil 
or gas, tourism, or agriculture. A crisis in the primary sec-
tor − such as the fl uctuation of oil and gas prices − cre-
ates large defi cits and stops public investment, and thus 
results in economic as well as social crisis. The uniqueness 
of the Arab economies and their total dependency on one 
sector cannot continue; the Arab countries have to man-
age their economies differently and change the ways in 
which they use their resources, especially oil and gas. This 

TRANSFORMATIONS AND ALTERNATIVES

At a demonstration in Algeria, a placard reads: “You have stolen 

everything: our identity, our history, our revolution, our independence, 

our ressources, our past and present. But you will never steal our 

future.” Photo: Abdelkader Latreche.

>>
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major change, or “rupture,” needs a real diversifi cation of 
the economy that goes beyond the oil and gas industry, 
enhances the value of productive work, and encourages 
and supports local productive initiatives in an inclusive 
way. It requires the elimination of all exclusive practices 
based upon gender, age, religion, ethnicity, and economic, 
social, regional, and tribal affi liation, among others. The 
future stability of the Arab countries requires the reform 
and modernization of their political systems to enable par-
ticipation of all components of the population, and a break 
with the notion of a leader for life (président à vie), which 
dominated the Arab political scene throughout the twen-
tieth century. The other institutional rupture concerns im-
proving the effi ciency of national political institutions and 
the modernization and professionalization of regional Arab 
institutions; these need to be empowered, and made more 
autonomous of politics.
 
   The “other” future of the Arabs involves a rupture or 
break with all attitudes by adopting new strategies based 
upon the intensifi cation and enhancement of local (indi-
vidual or group) initiatives, in order to create “new citi-
zens” who participate in the economy, politics, and society. 
This participation requires the organization of civil society 
through the creation of different free and autonomous so-
cial and professional associations, as well as the ongoing 
involvement of different groups of people, such as entre-
preneurs, professionals (lawyers, engineers, teachers), 
students, young people, women, and social institutions, 
in the general development of society. It also requires a 
general debate over the elaboration of national policies. 
This does not mean a reduction in the competencies of the 
state, but an increased involvement of non-governmental 
partners in order to create an inclusive form of governance 
that will strengthen the relationship between the governing 
and the governed.

   This rupture in both behavior and thinking also involves 
a responsible and courageous discussion of types and 
modes of governance, and of the status of women in the 
Arab countries, avoiding all forms of populism. Likewise, 
the place of Islam in society has to be discussed calmly in 
order to reaffi rm its centricity within the state.

   The future of the Arab countries by the end of the 21st 
century will not depend exclusively on institutional and be-
havioral ruptures or breaks: it will also depend upon how 
the Arabs see their place, role, and function in the world, 
both as nations and as a region. Are they eternally going 
to be producers solely of oil and gas and importers of vari-

ous useful and non-useful consumer products? Is the Arab 
region always going to be a region of confl icts and war, pro-
ducing more and more refugees and excluded people? Or, 
are the Arab countries going to form a stable region, with-
out confl icts and displaced people, and with strong social 
protections and a performing education and health sys-
tem? What will the new Arab generations produce in terms 
of industry, medicine, technology, and science? What will 
be their contribution(s)?

   The interaction of different institutional and behavio-
ral ruptures and breaks should go hand in hand with the 
emergence and elaboration of the new role and place of 
the Arab countries in the world. This does not require spe-
cial institutions or legislation as much as a belief in the 
possibility of another Arab world. This could be the starting 
point of a new internal discussion of the future that the 
Arabs want. This future will not be limited to improvised 
political reforms, re-unifi cation or union, but will aim at the 
elaboration of a regional vision based upon the pragmatic, 
fundamental, and common interests of the Arab countries, 
the maintenance of stability, the prevention and resolution 
of confl icts, prosperity, security, inter-regional exchange(s), 
and co-operation.

   The future of the Arabs in the end of the 21st century has 
to be created and planned now in order for future genera-
tions to inherit the foundations of a New Arab World, foun-
dations that have to be initiated and designed internally, 
not imported or designed artifi cially. It will not be a total 
rupture or break with all the achievements of the past; in 
past centuries, the Arab countries experienced enormous 
changes and reacted to events, and these should be used 
as a foundation to build the future. The future has to be 
considered as a priority now, in order to avoid reproducing 
the same misadventures, frustrations, and defeats of both 
the past and the present, in particular with the growth and 
multiplication of internal and external challenges in the 
near and distant future.

   The objective conditions for the emergence of a new 
prosperous Arab world, to which the Arabs, but also their 
neighbors and friends, aspire, are diverse. Where ruptures 
and breaks are necessary, they must take place through 
dialogue and exchange, not through violence and exclu-
sion. This is one of the most important challenges for both 
present and future generations of Arabs. For this reason, 
the future of the Arabs must be a priority concern of all 
Arabs today, not the concern of one sole country but a 
regional concern.

Direct all correspondence to Abdelkader Latreche <ablatre@yahoo.fr>
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> How Stigma 
   Constrains Policies:

by Teresa Perez, University of Cape Town, South Africa

 L ast month I fi nished packing the last of my be-
longings to move back to the UK after seven 
years in Cape Town. Anything that I didn’t want 
was placed outside my home and gone within 

an hour. Waste pickers had collected, sorted, and sold 
my things. This for me was a fast and convenient way to 
minimize waste, while simultaneously supporting people to 
generate an income. For others, I was being irresponsi-
ble by attracting and encouraging homeless people to the 
neighborhood, who no doubt spent the money on alco-
hol and illegal substances. Neighbourhood watch groups 
would express little wonder at the burglary next door a few 
weeks later: these so-called “waste pickers” are the eyes 
and ears of criminals. 

   Such polarized attitudes can be explained by the way 
that policies have yet to overcome the stigma faced by 
waste pickers. Negative stereotypes affect the likelihood of 
waste picking becoming a “green job” or of waste pickers 

South African Waste Pickers Association. Copyright: SAWPA.

becoming employees in the recycling industry. The phrase 
“waste picker” has negative connotations, which has led 
to calls to use other words such as “reclaimer.” My use 
of “waste picker” echoes language used by the South Af-
rican Waste Pickers’ Association (SAWPA) and the Global 
Alliance of Waste Pickers, who advocate for better work-
ing conditions. Despite their efforts, there is no consensus 
about the circumstances (if any) under which waste pick-
ers should be supported. 

> Policy and image 

   Ambiguity about waste picking is exacerbated by the vari-
ety of positions taken at different policy scales and between 
regions. At a global level, waste picking falls under the In-
ternational Labour Organization’s “decent work” agenda. 
Waste pickers are portrayed as important in achieving the 
UN Sustainable Development Goals. This means waste 
pickers are potential workers in the green economy in the 

>>

Waste Pickers in South Africa
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global South. Unlike their counterparts in the global North, 
sometimes known as freegans or dumpster divers, waste 
pickers are not aligned with environmental movements. 
Waste pickers are rarely seen as people making an active 
choice and instead are associated with desperation. This 
image is signifi cant at a national level. On the one hand, 
governments can opt for more labor-intensive methods of 
minimizing waste that could employ waste pickers, but are 
indicative of high levels of poverty. On the other hand, they 
can pursue technological solutions such as “waste-to-en-
ergy” that emulate modern European methods, but create 
fewer jobs and are unlikely to be fi lled by people currently 
working as waste pickers. 

   Cape Town became home to Africa’s fi rst large-scale 
waste-to-energy plant in 2017. In light of electricity short-
ages and the return of regular outages at the time of writ-
ing this piece, any alternative to the nationalized utility pro-
vider (Eskom) is an easy sell. A further benefi t espoused 
at the plant’s launch was that workers (approximately 80) 
would not have to pick through waste like those at rubbish 
dumps. In fact, unlike other local governments that have 
helped waste pickers to form cooperatives, waste picking 
at landfi ll sites is outlawed in Cape Town. This variation 
within South Africa is possible because, although national 
legislation (The Waste Act) stipulates that local govern-
ments must have a waste management plan, the means 
of achieving zero waste is entirely at the discretion of local 
policy makers. In urban areas striving to become “world 
cities,” a modern image is important for attracting foreign 
investment. Street waste pickers are removed from cen-
tral business districts in preparation for high-profi le events 
such as hosting the FIFA World Cup. Any street-level re-
claiming tends to be viewed by local offi cials as voluntary 
but is largely discouraged. This is in part due to residents’ 
complaints, especially in historically “white” suburbs where 
residents connect grime with crime. 

> Residents’ perceptions  

   The expansion of green jobs involves public participa-
tion. The success of curbside collection schemes relies 
on residents separating their waste and being happy for 
former waste pickers to access and sort through their 
household refuse. At the moment, waste pickers struggle 
to present themselves as potential workers and what they 
do as a public service. There is an air of suspicion around 
who these people are that sift through bins, and what their 
motivation is. Based on looks alone, waste pickers are no 
different from destitute vagrants. Often labelled as “ber-
gies,” it is assumed that rifl ing through bins is a last resort 

for people who have severed their ties with friends and 
family, relationships that “normal” people would be able to 
rely on in times of need. Waste pickers’ physical appear-
ance can also add to a sense that they are not trustwor-
thy. Many waste pickers have prison tattoos, scars, and 
other physical signs that serve as discrediting markers. 
This makes it diffi cult to present themselves as people who 
have successfully exited out of crime by making a job for 
themselves. Instead, waste pickers appear somewhat un-
approachable. The lack of interaction means residents rely 
on other sources of information to judge waste pickers. 

   In affl uent suburbs, private security fi rms fuel prejudice 
and discrimination by advising against giving to waste pick-
ers; this feeds the sense of fear that their business relies 
on. Similarly, neighborhood watch groups are unable to 
differentiate between people trying to make a living and 
someone about to break into their house. Residents have 
joined with councilors to create street patrols that practice 
profi ling according to “race,” age, and gender, reporting 
and removing anyone regarded as a threat to safety and 
security. Residents’ WhatsApp groups use “BM” as a code 
for “black man” to keep track of the undesirable types of 
people seen in the neighborhood. Street waste pickers 
must therefore continually negotiate and re-negotiate their 
access to streets and household rubbish. As it stands, 
waste pickers are unlikely to be perceived as potential 
service sector workers by the general public. Other than 
pockets of government support in parts of South Africa 
and the work of advocacy groups, waste pickers have re-
mained marginalized. Therefore policies aimed at helping 
waste pickers to form collectives or become employees, as 
seen in parts of South America, do not reach people who 
are stigmatized as a nuisance. 

   Exacerbated by inconsistent policies at the global and 
local scales, stigma is a constraint for waste pickers in 
South Africa. Pervasive stereotypes, entrenched by histori-
cal disdain for unregulated (non-European) workers, pre-
vents them from gaining the level of support required for 
their participation in the green economy. Waste pickers are 
interpreted as vagrants, dependent on alcohol or illegal 
substances, incapable of rational thought, and a threat 
to safety and security in affl uent suburbs. Waste picking 
is seen as backward, dirty, and an ineffi cient way to mini-
mize waste. This negativity persists all the more in light 
of policies that annex waste pickers and waste picking as 
signifi ers of being a developing country. Hence, in cities 
conscious of attracting tourism and business, mechanized 
forms of recycling are likely to remain more popular than 
their labor-intensive counterparts.

Direct all correspondence to Teresa Perez <tpz031@googlemail.com>
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> Adapting to Climate Change: 

by Christopher Mabeza, Zimbabwe Open University, Zimbabwe

>>

 T hat global climate is changing is beyond rea-
sonable doubt. The impacts of climate change 
are being felt disproportionately across the 
globe with people in the developing countries 

bearing the major brunt. Zimbabwe is no exception. There 
are climate change fi ngerprints all over Zimbabwe’s rural 
landscape. Increased rainfall variability has caused havoc 
as smallholders lurch from drought to drought with their 
livelihoods becoming more and more precarious. Discus-
sions tend to ignore the role smallholder farmers play on 
the frontline of the climate change crisis. In the wake of 
this existential threat, smallholders have conjured amazing 
adaptive strategies to climate change. Tragically, their inno-
vations are often the groomsman and hardly ever the groom 
in policy formulation, courtesy of perspectives that wrinkle 
their noses at the critical role local innovations play in help-
ing rural communities adapt to climate change. Transfer of 
technology appears to infl uence much of how policy per-
ceives adaptation to climate change. Yet this article argues 
that smallholder strategies are critical in rural development. 

   Relentless experimentation is at the heart of smallholder 
farmer initiatives in rural Zimbabwe. Such initiatives are 
disarmingly revealing about their tenacity. The innovations 
are a pursuit of many dead ends. These strategies do not 
constitute a silver bullet solution to smallholder fragile live-
lihoods. They are silver buckshot solutions. Silver buckshot 
solutions are a suite or array of partial fi xes for adapting 
to climate change. This means therefore that there is no 
single solution, but multiple solutions working in unison to 
address the impacts of climate change.

   The Shona of Zimbabwe have adapted to climate vari-
ability since time immemorial. They are the largest ethnic 
group in the country. They pride themselves as hard work-
ers with zero tolerance for laziness. They mainly till the 
land as a way of ensuring that they have food on the ta-
ble. Their livelihoods depend on rainfed agriculture. Among 
these farmers are individuals who have become experts in 
farming and adapting to a changing climatic environment. 
These accomplished farmers are known locally as hurudza. 
In some instances, these productive farmers are known 

1. A small dam on a smallholder farmer’s plot. The water is used for 

watering his tomato crop in the background. 

as mutambanevhu (one who “plays” with the soil). They 
are relentless experimenters. Most of their innovations are 
premised on water conservation.

   Water harvesting is increasingly becoming a viable option 
for farmers to adapt to increased rainfall variability. This is 
a viable option given that in these marginal environs rain 
is said to come rapidly and to leave rapidly. In rural Zimba-
bwe, a farmer who is world-renowned as a water harvester, 
the late Zephanaih Phiri won an award from the National 
Geographic for his water harvesting skills. He harvested 
water that cascaded down a rock outcrop near his home. 
He would say, “I marry water and soil so that they won’t 
elope and run off but raise a family on my plot.” This meant 
that his innovations would prevent soil erosion, ensuring 
that he captured most of the water for use in irrigating his 
crops. Most smallholder farmers harvest run-off water and 
channel it to small dams they have constructed at their 
homes (see Picture 1). They use the water to do market 
gardening. Others who call themselves “erosion killers,” 
build a wall across a gully thereby converting it into a small 
dam which is also used for the purposes of market garden-
ing (see Picture 2). By so doing, they curb gully erosion.

Smallholders in 
Zimbabwe
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   In some rural areas of Zimbabwe, some non-governmen-
tal organizations (NGOs) have launched Conservation Agri-
culture (CA) to help farmers adapt to climate change. CA is 
premised on minimum soil disturbance and water conser-
vation. Most of the farmers who practise CA use grass for 
mulching (see Picture 3). Some innovative CA farmers use 
old tins to make rain gauges (see Picture 4). They keep 
recordings of rainfall from these devised rain gauges.

   Increased climate variability in rural Zimbabwe has led 
to an unfolding phenomenon, a “blue revolution.” The blue 

revolution is fi sh farming. Fish farming is “greener” than live-
stock production in the sense that it emits less greenhouse 
gases. It is heartening to note that fi sh farming is becoming 
a major activity in some parts of Zimbabwe. Smallholders 
construct fi sh ponds at their homes (see Picture 5).

   Other farmers are raising free-range chickens, or what I 
prefer to call “chickens without borders.” Farming chickens 
without borders has become a popular adaptation interven-
tion by many smallholder farmers. These farmers have real-
ized that there is opportunity in adversity. This is premised 
on the understanding that the only reasonable response to 
change is to fi nd opportunity in it. Some farmers are rear-
ing as many as 2,000 chickens without borders. They sell 
their chickens in the neighboring towns and especially in the 
capital Harare where there is a huge demand for organically 
grown chickens. Thus, business is very brisk and the farmers 
hope to increase the number of their chickens.

   Enterprising farmers are diversifying their livelihood options. 
They harvest non-timber forest products such as mopane 
worms, known locally as amacimbi (see Picture 6). Amacimbi 

are a delicacy and have a readily available market. Proceeds 
are used to buy food and pay fees for school children.

   Smallholder farmers are playing a critical role in the climate 
change adaptation discourse. They understand their environ-
ments better than policy experts. They are key repositories of 
knowledge that can be harnessed in helping communities to 
adapt to climate change. It is up to policy makers to take on 
board these innovative silver buckshots by smallholders.

All photos: Christopher Mabeza.
Direct all correspondence to Christopher Mabeza <cmmabezah@gmail.com>

2. This small dam is a product of “erosion killing.”

3. Grass is used by these farmers for mulching.

4. A farmer practicing conservation agriculture (CA) in Shurugwi with 

an improvised rain gauge made from an empty tin.

5. A smallholder farmer’s fi shpond. 

6. Mopani worms (amacimbi).
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> Erik Olin Wright:
   A Real Utopian1

by Michael Burawoy, University of California at Berkeley, USA

 W here did it begin? It’s diffi cult to say. Erik him-
self liked to trace his interest in utopias to 
1971 when he was a student at the Unitari-
an-Universalist seminary in Berkeley, avoiding 

the draft. It was then that he organized a student-run seminar 
called “Utopia and Revolution” to discuss the prospects for 
the revolutionary transformation of American society. He then 
worked at San Quentin State Prison as a student chaplain, 
joining an activist organization devoted to prison reform. 

   This prepared him well to be a graduate student at Berke-
ley in the heady days of the early seventies and he became 
a major fi gure in the intellectual project of those days: to 
reinvent sociology as a Marxist discipline. So Erik’s disser-
tation challenged mainstream sociology not on ideological 
grounds but on scientifi c grounds. He demonstrated that 
a reconstructed Marxist defi nition of class could explain 
income disparities better than existing models of stratifi ca-
tion and human capital theory.

>>

   At the same time as he was challenging sociology, Erik 
was reinventing Marxism. The middle class had long been a 
thorn in the side of Marxism – it was supposed to dissolve 
yet it seemed to get bigger. Together with Luca Perrone, Erik 
solved the problem by introducing the concept of “contra-
dictory class locations.” There were three such contradictory 
class locations: small employers between the petty bour-
geoisie and large-scale capital; supervisors and managers 
between capital and wage labor; and semi-autonomous 
employees between wage labor and the petty bourgeoisie.

   Taking up a position as assistant professor at the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin–Madison in 1976, Erik began to develop 
a research program of class analysis. As existing surveys 
were not designed to map his new categories, he admin-
istered his own national survey, designed to capture his 
class categories. In this era of Marxist ascendancy, his 
ideas spread and soon he had organized teams in a dozen 
other countries, fi elding parallel surveys.

Erik Olin Wright speaking about his concept of “Real Utopias.” 

Rosa-Luxemburg-Stiftung/Flickr. Some rights reserved. 
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   If there is one trait that threads through his scholarly 
work – and indeed through his life – it is the determina-
tion to get things right. This not only entailed developing 
a close dialogue between theoretical elaboration and em-
pirical research, but also deepening the internal logic of 
his analytical schemes. You can trace the evolution of his 
thinking through his books, starting with Class, Crisis and 

the State (1978), followed immediately by the publication 
of his dissertation, Class Structure and Income Determi-

nation (1979), and then to the deeper shift that came 
with his adoption of John Roemer’s notion of exploitation 
in Classes (1985), and his response to his critics in The 

Debate on Classes (1989). 

   In 1981, Erik joined a group of brilliant social scientists 
and philosophers, among whom he was most infl uenced 
by the philosophers G.A. Cohen and Philippe van Parijs and 
the economist John Roemer. They pioneered “Analytical 
Marxism,” known more colloquially as “no bullshit Marx-
ism,” clarifying the foundations of Marxism in a no-holds-
barred grilling of each other’s work.

   Although from its beginning Marxism had an allergy to 
utopian thinking, after 1989 the political conjuncture called 
for just that. Erik took up the challenge. Directly contesting 
the pathos of the new conservatism he advanced a so-
cialist agenda by laying out alternatives to capitalism, but 
discovering their nuclei within capitalist society.

   The new project began in 1991, the very year the So-
viet Union collapsed. Erik inaugurated a series of confer-
ences to discuss “real utopias” – not some speculative 
ideal world but real alternatives that can be found within 
actually-existing societies. Conference topics included as-
sociative democracy, market socialism, participatory de-

mocracy, universal income grants, and gender equality. 
The conference papers were published in a book series 
that Erik assembled, culminating in his own magnum opus, 
Envisioning Real Utopias.

   Erik was returning sociology to its founders – Marx, Dur-
kheim, and Weber – who had been less squeamish about 
building their theoretical architectures on moral values 
than the professionals of today. Erik was explicit in defi ning 
sociology’s project as understanding the institutional pos-
sibilities for realizing those values.

   In the last years of his life Erik discovered that these real 
utopias were very appealing to activists. He spent much 
time traversing the world talking to groups keenly inter-
ested in hitching his ideological-intellectual framework to 
their own projects. So he set about rendering Envisioning 

Real Utopias in an accessible form, removing the clutter of 
academic chatter, creating a handbook of anticapitalism 
which he fi ttingly called How to Be an Anti-Capitalist in the 

21st Century.

   Those in the trenches of civil society were enthusiastic to 
hear this positive message. Here was an intellectual paying 
tribute to their largely invisible labors, contesting capital-
ism against all odds, enduring insults and reprisals.

   Erik leaves us with both a way of thinking and a way 
of being. Let me be blunt. I know of no one who thought 
more lucidly, more cogently, more speedily, more effort-
lessly than Erik; no one who so effectively cut to the chase 
as to what was at stake in any issue, any paper, any book. 
We can’t be like him, but we can be inspired by what he 
has laid down, to follow in his footsteps, guided by his 
map, refashioning it as we move forward.

1. This is a shortened version of an article published in Jacobin in January 2019. 
The original can be found here.

www.jacobinmag.com/2019/01/erik-olin-wright-real-utopias-practice-theory
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> Remembering
   Erik Olin Wright

by Michelle Williams, University of Witswatersrand, South Africa

 I am one of the many people who was able to count 
Erik Olin Wright as a mentor, collaborator, friend, and 
fellow traveller. Many tributes have focused on his 
enormous intellectual contribution, his legendary su-

pervision and mentoring, his engagement and commitment 
to fi nding pathways beyond capitalism, and his contribution 
to Marxism. While I too experienced these aspects of Erik, 
I want to focus on my personal experiences with Erik the 
humanist with his many quirky passions, infectious imagina-
tion, and passion for the creative side of humans. 

   I fi rst met Erik in the late 1990s on one of his annual 
visits to his closest friend Michael Burawoy, my supervisor 
(I was in graduate school at Berkeley). During one of our 
fi rst conversations, Erik said to me, “You know I’m your 
uncle.” To which I replied “Really? I don’t follow.” He then 
explained that Michael was my academic father and his 
brother, so that made Erik my uncle. I immediately felt 
this was his way of incorporating me into his world, I later 
realized how deeply this captured Erik’s warm embracing 
of others as part of his family – he always found ways to 
include people into his enormous network, often through 
fi ctitious kinship. From the very beginning, Erik’s avuncu-
lar role carried through in all our engagements – whether 
he was explaining the difference between and diffi culty in 
theory building and concept building, or our long discus-
sions about the democratic impulses of the communist 
parties in South Africa and Kerala, or debates about what 
makes an initiative anti-capitalist, or sharing our favourite 
non-fi ction and fi ction books, or seeing plays (he loved the 
political plays that South Africa excels in), or discussing 
recipes and how to adapt his famous chicken Coq au Vin 
to a vegetarian dish (what he called Coqless Coq au Vin – 
which I was very sceptical about until I tried it!). Erik always 
engaged passionately and cheerfully. His annual visits to 
Berkeley were also a moment of glee for Michael’s stu-
dents because Erik would always cook a fabulous meal 
and invite us to Michael’s fl at (during the remainder of 
the year we always had to bring food to our meetings at 
Michael’s fl at as he is no cook).

   My connection with Erik deepened in relation to our 
common commitment to fi nding anti-capitalist alterna-
tives, especially in relation to cooperatives and the soli-
darity economy that we explored with my partner Vishwas 

Satgar. While we agreed on the importance of thinking 
through concrete alternatives, we did not always agree on 
the details – I often disagreed with his fi ercely analytical 
approach, introducing ideas of culture, the importance of 
meaning-making, and the sheer messiness of reality. In 
these engagements, Erik never betrayed any frustration or 
displeasure but rather seemed to love the pursuit of ideas, 
and even managed to give me the impression that he was 
not disagreeing, but also not agreeing. He was generous 
too – I know of at least two occasions where he wrote au-
thors – Rohinton Mistry and Zakes Mda – to thank them for 
their political fi ctional work. When he saw Mda’s play The 

Dying Screams of the Moon on one of his visits to Johan-
nesburg, he was nearly in tears and said it was the best 
play he’d ever seen.

   While I met Erik in Berkeley, over the past twenty years 
since our fi rst encounter, most of our friendship was 
through travels to many far-away places: Kerala, Barce-
lona, Goteburg, Buenos Aires, Padua, and he made three 
visits to South Africa. Our fi rst far-away encounter was in 
2000 in Kerala, India (I was just beginning fi eldwork in 
Kerala). It was in Kerala that I learned how Erik would con-
nect with people of all ages everywhere he went: on one 
occasion he sang ‘She’ll be coming down the mountain’ 
to the delightful giggles of a group of schoolchildren in a 
mountainous village in rural Kerala. Perhaps my favourite 
encounter was when Michael and Erik were both in Johan-
nesburg. Over a dinner with just the three of us, I had the 
enormous good fortune to watch the two of them engage 
in a debate over Marxism for over an hour. Not only was 
the content of the discussion interesting, but the man-
ner of their engagement was extraordinarily fun to watch. 
Erik’s equanimity was deep! In fact, Erik’s moods never 
seemed to be affected by much (including sleep depriva-
tion, discomfort, or exhausting schedules). At least in my 
experience, Erik was always the avuncular, loving, passion-
ate, and humanistic person who was also one of the most 
important sociologists and Marxist scholars of our times. 
Hambe Kahle Erik! 

“Erik was always the avuncular, loving, 
passionate, and humanistic person who was 

also one of the most important sociologists and 
Marxist scholars of our times”
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> Relating Gender 
and Inequality: 

by Birgit Riegraf, Paderborn University, Germany, and member of ISA Research Committee 
on Women, Gender and Society (RC32), Lina Abirafeh, Lebanese American University, 
Lebanon, and Kadri Aavik, Tallinn University, Estonia and University of Helsinki, Finland

>>

G   ender and social inequality are key spheres of 
study and analysis in sociology, gender studies, 
and countless other disciplines. An important 
common fi nding in these research fi elds is that 

women account for a large proportion of the poor and mar-
ginalized worldwide. According to the 2018 World Economic 
Forum’s Global Gender Gap Report, it will take 202 years to 
close the world’s global economic gender gap. 

   Economic inequalities take many forms; for example, 
according to The Global Gender Gap Report 2018 women 
are able to own land in only 41% of countries surveyed. 
In professional spheres, only 34% of managerial positions 
are held by women. The role of women in the informal 
economy is another gendered challenge. Women make up 
the majority of the informal economy, and are reported 
to spend twice as much time on unpaid tasks as men. 
Because the informal economy is unregulated, women are 
left uniquely vulnerable to exploitation and abuse. Many 
of these statistics could be signifi cantly improved through 

Reaching equality is not a personal or 

private matter. It needs to be addressed on 

a structural, political, social and economic 

level. Photo: Nguyen Hai Ha/Flickr. 

Some rights reserved. 

meaningful policy change. That said, women are their own 
best advocates; yet they remain largely underrepresented 
politically. Of 149 countries surveyed for the report, only 
17 currently have women as heads of state. Further, only 
18% of ministers and 24% of parliamentarians worldwide 
are women. 

   Despite great progress towards broader gender equality 
in some countries, there still remain signifi cant gaps in 
opportunities for women based on the full range of their 
intersectional identities, such as race, class, and sexuality, 
among others. While some more privileged women benefi t 
from the progress, others continue to live in precarious 
conditions. Within individual states, differences between 
women of varied social and cultural backgrounds are in-
creasing. These differences have a great impact on social 
security and opportunities for women. For example, ac-
cording to UNICEF data, the United States has a relatively 
low maternal mortality rate, ranking 54th out of 182 coun-
tries surveyed. At the same time, the maternal mortality of 

An Introduction

https://www.weforum.org/reports/the-global-gender-gap-report-2018
https://data.unicef.org/topic/maternal-health/maternal-mortality/
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black women is more than triple that of their white coun-
terparts in the US, according to the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention. 

   While many states are continuing to make progress, 
the rates of progress are varied. The Global Gender Gap 
ranks the Middle East and North Africa as having the larg-
est regional gender gap, but their rate of progress to im-
prove conditions for women is actually better than that of 
the North American region. It is estimated that South Asia 
could close its gender gap in 70 years − almost a century 
before North America, the Middle East and North Africa. 
When that region is further examined, however, one might 
ask if that statistic is remotely meaningful to displaced Ro-
hingya women in Myanmar, who live in extremely precari-
ous circumstances due to ongoing ethnic cleansing. Sta-
tistics such as these force us to question how we defi ne 
and measure progress regarding gender inequality.

   The contributions to this volume of Global Dialogue shed 
light on the considerable socio-spatial differences in how 
gender and social inequality are related and shaped. The 
purpose of the volume is to present a starting point for 
these different dynamics and create space for further re-
search and discussion, ideally with implications for social 
and policy change for women.

   Liisa Husu opens these considerations with the observa-
tion that, despite the great advances women have made 
in higher education across the world, the trend that the 
higher the position, the fewer the women, persists. In her 
paper “Gender Challenges in Research Funding” she dis-
cusses the implications of underrepresentation from the 
perspective of European and Nordic Countries. 

   Blanka Nyklová outlines in “Challenging Gender Equality in 
the Czech Republic” how neoliberal ideology and conserva-

tive attitudes shape gender and social inequality in Central 
Europe, with a focus on the Czech Republic. She uses the 
concept of distorted emancipation to highlight privileges ac-
crued by some women at the expense of others.

   In “Persistence and Change: Gender Inequality in the 
US” Margaret Abraham discusses how we observe suc-
cesses in the fi ght for equality in the United States, coin-
ciding with setbacks. She argues that these achievements 
towards equality and justice are not self-evident, and that 
we have to move forward in our social actions and in so-
ciological analysis.

   Lina Abirafeh examines gendered inequalities in the Arab 
context in her article “Gender and Inequality in the Arab 
Region”. The region has long suffered economic and politi-
cal insecurities, compounded by socio-cultural obstacles 
and a system of entrenched patriarchy. This toxic com-
bination stalls – and in many cases, reverses – progress 
toward gender equality. The region will not achieve peace 
or prosperity without full equality for Arab women.

   Nicola Piper’s article “Gendered Labour and Inequality in 
the Asian Context” examines gendered labor and inequal-
ity in the Asian context, noting that their large, sustained 
population movements have become a focus for scholars 
and practitioners. In particular, female migrants are con-
centrated in feminized sectors and often lack rights and 
protections. Their challenges and vulnerabilities are at the 
heart of gender inequality in the region.

  In his article “IPSP: Social Progress, Some Gendered 
Refl ections”, Jeff Hearn refl ects on the process and out-
comes of the International Panel on Social Progress’ (IPSP) 
report. He focuses on the recommendations in the report 
on how gender should be conceptualized.

Direct all correspondence to: 
Birgit Riegraf <birgitt.riegraf@uni-paderborn.de>
Lina Abirafeh <lina.abirafeh@lau.edu>
Kadri Aavik <kadri.aavik@tlu.ee>

https://www.cdc.gov/reproductivehealth/maternalinfanthealth/pregnancy-mortality-surveillance-system.htm
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> Gender 
   Challenges 

by Liisa Husu, Hanken School of Economics, Finland, and Örebro University, Sweden, 
and board member of ISA Research Committee on Sociology of Science and Technology 
(RC23), and member of ISA Research Committee on Women, Gender and Society (RC32)

>>

Gender inequality in academia and research 
careers is a persistent and global concern. 
Only a third of researchers are women, global-
ly and in Europe. The entrenched pattern that 

the higher the position, the fewer the women, persists. 
This is despite great advances women have made in higher 
education across the world. An overwhelming majority of 
professors are male, and the pace of change towards a 
more gender-balanced professoriate is very slow, as indi-
cated by recent European and Nordic statistics. 

> Is research funding gender-neutral?

   Access to research funding is one key issue in career ad-
vancement in academia and research, both for women and 
men. In most countries, this means success in the search 
for external research funding, often obtained through hard 
competition. Research on the gender dynamics of research 
funding has not demonstrated a systematically lower fund-
ing success rate for women in all funding contexts, but 
rather painted a more complex picture, with several gender 
challenges. These have to do with individual researchers, 
research groups and universities, funding organizations, 
research content, and research policies. These challenges 
can be related to funding allocation, funding gatekeepers, 
peer review, funding organizations, their management, 
policies and practices, and the very defi nition of what and 
who is excellent, as well as who defi nes excellence. Recent 
and ongoing research on gender and research funding has 
highlighted the need to look critically at the whole research 
funding cycle and funding environments in a broader and 
more comprehensive way. 

   A broader understanding of gender dynamics in research 
funding comprises the whole funding cycle, analyzing po-
tential gendered patterns in: application behavior (who ap-

plies), applicant pool (who is eligible to apply), research 
group composition, funding instruments, the call texts, 
guidelines for applicants, eligibility criteria (age or posi-
tion), assessment criteria, assessment procedures, po-
tential biases in evaluation, recruitment of peer reviewers, 
peer review process, success rates, amount of funding 
applied and allocated, research content, funders’ policy 
statements in general and related to gender equality, over-
all transparency of the funding systems, monitoring and 
availability of statistics by gender, and long-term career 
impacts of obtained funding. 

   Of special interest are the so-called excellence-marked 
funding instruments: centers of excellence, different ex-
cellence initiatives, distinguished professorships, and the 
like. Several recent empirical studies and monitoring have 
shown that these excellence initiatives have frequently 
benefi ted more male than female researchers, even in 
countries with high overall levels of gender equality, such 
as Sweden. 

   Formal and informal academic networking plays an im-
portant role in the pursuit for funding. Research funding in 
many fi elds is increasingly a group rather than an individu-
al endeavor. Research on gendered patterns of academic 
networking and integration into research environments is 
highly relevant in this respect. 

> The European experience

   Research funding is one of the key issues in national 
and regional research policies. At the EU level, and in na-
tional policies in some European countries, the issue of 
gender in research funding has been raised since the late 
1990s-early 2000s as a policy concern. European Union 
research funding has been organized as “framework pro-

in Research Funding
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grams” since the mid-1980s. The fi rst European frame-
work programs notably lacked social science aspects, ex-
cept in an assisting role for technology, and were silent on 
gender. Only from the fourth framework program (1994-
1998) was funding for social science research included, 
and gender issues started to be raised on the agenda. A 
gradual broadening has taken place since the late 1990s, 
from initially addressing “women in science,” to interrogat-
ing gender in science, including gender dimensions in the 
research content, in addition to the more traditional focus 
on gender balance of researchers and research groups as 
well as decision makers and evaluators. In the European 
Research Area (ERA), gender equality is one of the fi ve 
priorities. This refers to three issues: gender balance in 
research teams, gender balance among evaluators, and 
gender dimension in the research content. 

   Part of the European policy work was the fi rst system-
atic review in 2009 on gender and research funding in 33 
countries. It found a great variation across Europe in how 
gender issues were addressed by national research poli-
cies and national funding agencies, ranging from “relative 
inactivity” and hardly any monitoring of national research 
funding by gender in many countries, to various proactive 
measures, monitoring, and active engagement to promote 
gender equality in the national funding system, in a few 
countries, including the Nordic region. 

   The fl agship of European research, the European Re-
search Council (ERC), was established in 2007 to fund ex-
cellent bottom-up research of early career, mid-career, and 
advanced researchers in any discipline and in any country, 
with a budget of 13.1 billion for 2014-2020. However, 
despite gender concerns in EU research policy, the ERC 
initially lacked gender equality among its governance prin-

ciples. When the ERC fi nally started to monitor its funding 
allocation by gender, the results showed that in 2007-
2013, men’s success rate was 30% and women’s 25% 
at the starting grant level, while for advanced grants it was 
15% for men and 13% for women. Only in one fi eld there 
was no gender difference at the starting grant level: the 
physical and engineering sciences, a very male-dominated 
research area. Clear differences in success rates in favor 
of men were found in fi elds with traditionally many women, 
such as life sciences, and human and social sciences. 

   Political will or lack of it plays an important role in how 
public funding organizations prioritize gender equality and 
address gender challenges in research funding. For exam-
ple, the Nordic societies are highly ranked in international 
gender equality comparisons, but also in global innova-
tion indexes. Gender equality is high on the research policy 
agenda, especially in Norway and Sweden. In Sweden, 
public research funding organizations, such as the Swed-
ish Research Council and the national innovation agency 
Vinnova, all have governmental directives to gender main-
stream their activities. In monitoring development, the 
Swedish research funders use not only statistics but also 
qualitative social science tools such as gender observers in 
the funding committee meetings. 

   Gender balance in public research funding boards has 
been a realized policy goal since the early 2000s in Fin-
land, Norway, and Sweden, whereas in many European 
countries the boards continue to be male-dominated. 
Gender balance in the funding boards is not only an issue 
of equal representation and justice; equal representation 
in these gatekeeping positions is also important because 
it provides inside knowledge into how the funding system 
works and boosts scientifi c networking of those involved.

Direct all correspondence to Liisa Husu <liisa.husu@oru.se>

“Political will or lack of it plays an important role in how 
public funding organizations prioritize gender equality and 

address gender challenges in research funding”
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> Challenging 
   Gender Equality 

by Blanka Nyklová, Institute of Sociology of the Czech Academy of Science, Czech Republic

T his year celebrates 30 years since the lifting 
of the Iron Curtain in Europe’s semi-periphery, 
or 30 years of uneven neoliberalization hailed 
as the only possible path to democracy. The 

ascent of democracy was seen as a move to meritoc-
racy, erasing former power structures based on Commu-
nist Party membership. Media from the period shows that 
meritocracy, which justifi es the inequality of those seen as 
undeserving on personal grounds, was cheered with much 
enthusiasm as enabling the leap towards the geopoliti-
cal center. Yet, the Czech Republic is currently run by an 
oligarchic Prime Minister who was a secret agent before 
1989 and who, like most Czech billionaires, managed to 
translate his privileged pre-1989 position into economic 
power through the process of privatization. At the same 
time, almost one-tenth of the population fi nd themselves 
in a debt spiral due to intentionally harmful distraint legis-
lation, with some 70,000 homeless people and 120,000 
more facing the loss of their home. Here I outline some of 
the consequences of the political rationality underpinning 
neoliberalization for social/gender inequality in the Central 
European Visegrad Group countries, with a specifi c focus 
on the Czech Republic. Using the fate of the discipline of 
gender studies, I further explore the impact of this rational-
ity when applied to questions of equality and justice.

   Neoliberalism has become a conceptual shortcut that ex-
plains the causes of inequality, including gender inequality, 
in today’s globalizing world. As such, neoliberalism is under-
stood as a return to the free market as the ultimate determi-
nant of all aspects of life. Critical theorists have attempted 
to counter this oversimplifi cation by examining its function-
ing in interconnected areas. In 1998, French anthropologist 

Pierre Bourdieu associated neoliberalism with the destruc-
tion of collectives and toxic atomization of the workforce, 
which was eroding the capacity of individuals to resist the 
forces of global capital. For almost two decades now, British 
cultural theorist Angela McRobbie has focused on how cul-
tural representations of economic empowerment based on 
approaching one’s life as a project – such as in the literary 
and fi lm character, Bridget Jones – impact the lives of young 
women who identify with her. US political theorist Wendy 
Brown has focused on the effects of market logic not just on 
the economic dimension of social life but, more importantly, 
on the political rationality of democratic institutions. 

> Neoliberalization and gender in the Visegrad 
   countries

   The above authors use concrete examples, yet they 
are often treated as offering a universally valid theory of 
neoliberalism, leading to calls for a contextualized study 
of the phenomenon. Central European Visegrad countries 
provide a laboratory within which to observe the conse-
quences of differential implementation of the instructions 
of organizations such as the International Monetary Fund 
and the World Bank to facilitate democratization. Especial-
ly after 2000, critical studies of neoliberalization in its geo-
politically contingent form have grown in number. Analyses 
of gender inequality and its transformation show that the 
modern emancipation project has resulted in what Zuzana 
Uhde calls “distorted emancipation,” a situation where the 
empowerment of certain groups of women comes at the 
expense of other women through the commodifi cation of 
previously outside-of-market spheres such as care. Dis-
torted emancipation is not only incomplete, but furthers 

in the Czech Republic

>>

Logo of the dissolved Gender Studies 

department in Brno.
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new injustice and cannot be fought without grasping the 
key role played by capitalism in sustaining it. 

   In the Czech Republic, women constitute around 20% 
of members of parliament; the gender pay gap persists at 
22% in general, and at 10% for the same position in the 
same enterprise; women make up 98.5% of parents taking 
what is one of the longest parental leaves in Europe; and 
sole parent families are headed by mothers in 90% of cas-
es. Women have faced rising levels of economic instability 
since 1989 and are disproportionately more likely to be 
threatened by poverty; elderly women face higher risks of 
poverty, with economic and social inequality exacerbated 
in specifi c regions of the country and by ethnicity/migrant 
status. More importantly, gender culture in the Czech Re-
public and Visegrad Group countries in general, is marked 
by conservatism and sexism, allowing for the distorted 
emancipation to go unchallenged; women’s emancipation 
and efforts to increase it are even blamed for some of the 
region’s economic woes.

   Scholars specializing in gender studies have demonstrated 
how conservatism in gender relations and neoliberalization 
have mutually sustained each other. Radka Dudová and 
Hana Hašková show that parental leave policies after 1989 
were just an extension of those designed before 1989 as 
part of refamilialization policies. Libora Oates-Indruchová 
and Hana Havelková focus on the unacknowledged contri-
bution of the women’s and feminist movement to some of 
the Communist-era emancipatory policies, while Kateřina 
Lišková shows how a double standard around sexuality was 
reintroduced in late-1960s medical discourse and has pre-
vailed since. None of these contributions would have been 
possible without the proliferation of gender studies and fem-
inist theories in the region.

> The fate of gender studies

   The fate of gender studies in the region may help us un-
derstand the persistence and mutation of gender inequality 
in a democratic project underpinned by neoliberalism. The 
establishment of the discipline was linked to the funding of 

local feminist activism by US and later EU donors in a con-
text of scarce local funding. Gender studies was introduced 
in two major Czech universities around 2004, partly due 
to the window of opportunity provided by neoliberal higher 
education reforms necessitating larger student numbers. 
However, the very same political rationality has facilitated 
the recent dismantling of gender studies programs not just 
in Hungary but also in the Czech Republic, negatively affect-
ing the capacity to do gender-oriented research in Central 
Europe. As Wendy Brown has noted, neoliberal rational-
ity is ultimately normative – the rule of market logic is not 
assumed but is actively institutionalized at the expense of 
any differently-founded rationality, such as the emancipa-
tory rationality underpinning much of the feminist project. 
In a gender conservative region marked by an extraordinarily 
easy rejection of any openly political action targeting un-
equal social relations as Communist-era social engineering, 
the neoliberal political rationality fi rst aligned well with some 
feminist efforts, including those striving to institutionalize 
gender studies. The ban of gender studies in Hungary uses 
exactly the same political rationality but, importantly, frames 
it as economic (on the false grounds of lack of demand for 
gender studies graduates in the labor market) and therefore 
apolitical. This serves the political purposes of countering 
possible social critique and earning popularity with the anti-
gender movement (described on these pages by Agnieszka 
Graff and Elżbieta Korolczuk in 2017). In the Czech Repub-
lic, the closing of the Brno gender studies program in 2018 
was justifi ed by claims that the program was not “profi t-
able,” in that it failed to attract students in a public educa-
tion system dependent on student numbers. 

   The parallel between the two cases is striking even if the 
motivations are – at least explicitly – different. While in the 
Hungarian case the political reasoning became apparent 
when the discipline was painted as strictly ideological and 
not scientifi c, in the Brno case neoliberal political rational-
ity was institutionalized by the university leadership when it 
failed to address the ethics of their decision. To truly coun-
ter gender inequality – in its economic dimension, but also 
in terms of tolerance for sexual violence and endorsement 
of sexual harassment by public fi gures and politicians – its 
embeddedness in neoliberal political rationality must be 
made explicit. If we are to successfully counter the norma-
tive tenets of neoliberalism, we have to acknowledge these 
dependencies, as they otherwise threaten to blunt the nor-
mative logic underpinning feminist critiques of social and 
specifi cally gender inequalities. The 30 years since 1989 
have clearly shown that neoliberal political rationality is 
doomed to fail when tasked with removing inequality, since 
it is in fact invested in protecting its actual roots.

Direct all correspondence to Blanka Nyklová <blanka.nyklova@soc.cas.cz>

Research and education that don’t fi t the neoliberal heuristics are 

under attack in Hungary, the Czech Republic and many other countries 

in Europe. Photo: Christopher Dombres/Flickr. Creative Commons.

http://globaldialogue.isa-sociology.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/v7i1-english.pdf
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> Persistence and Change: 

by Margaret Abraham, Hofstra University, USA, former President of the International Sociological 
Association (2014-18) and member of ISA Research Committees on Racism, Nationalism, 
Indigeneity and Ethnicity (RC05), Sociology of Migration (RC31), Women, Gender and Society
(RC32), and Human Rights and Global Justice (TG03)

 Arecord number of women were elected during 
the 2018 November midterm elections and 
now serve in the 116th Congress of the United 
States. The election witnessed historic fi rsts, 

electing the fi rst two Native American women, two Muslim 
women, the fi rst openly bisexual woman, and the youngest 
woman ever elected to Congress. A woman was reelected as 
Speaker of the House, the only woman to ever hold this post. 
On February 5, 2019, Stacey Abrams, who lost in a contro-
versial gubernatorial race, made history by becoming the fi rst 
African American woman to deliver the Democratic response 
to a US President’s State of the Union address. Abrams 
spoke about the need to address racism, voter suppression, 
and immigration, and she strongly criticized President Trump 
for the government shutdown, which had caused severe and 
unwarranted distress and devastation in people’s lives. 

>>

Gender Inequality in the US 

The Women’s March and other important protest movements fl ared 

up in 2017 and 2018, leaping to the forefront of the resistance 

against entrenched and exploitative systems. miawicks9 from Pixabay.

   The struggle and victory in these small steps shines a 
spotlight on the larger fi ght for gender equality and justice. 
These small victories connect to a long history of collective 
struggle to break down hegemonic structures, and to bring 
to light the many pervasive and deeply imbedded systems 
and cultures of oppression and inequality that exist in so-
ciety. Small steps are a sign of hope, but they are not 
enough. We must keep going to bring about social trans-
formation and structural change.

> The American context 

  Despite having more women in Congress, America has 
pervasive gender inequality. 
• Despite media attention, the pay gap continues, with 
white women earning 20% less than men, and women of 

https://inequality.org/gender-inequality/
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color earning less than that. 
• Female-dominated occupations, such as childcare and 
restaurant service, continue to be at lower levels on the 
wage ladder. 
• Men make up the vast majority of the top earners in the 
US economy.
• According to the Institute of Policy Studies Analysis of 
World Bank Indicators, women perform twice the amount 
of unpaid labor that men do, including: childcare, elder-
care, and housekeeping. 
• Median savings for men were at $123,000, compared 
to $42,000 held by women in 2017.
• The American Association of University Women report 
that Black women graduate with higher debt than any oth-
er demographic. 
• The US Census Bureau declares that women of color 
experience the highest poverty rates in the nation. 
• Transgender unemployment is three times the US average.
• African American women’s imprisonment rate is twice 
that of White women and African Americans are incarcer-
ated at more than fi ve times the rate of whites.
• One in three women in America report having experi-
enced sexual violence in their lifetime.

> Moving forward  

  On January 21, 2017, under the auspices of the Wom-
en’s March on Washington, millions of people took to 
the streets within the US and across the globe to protest 
Trump’s election. It was a continuation of the work that the 
women’s movement and many different movements and 
organizations had been doing for years: #BlackLivesMatter, 
#SayHerName, #MeToo, to name just a few. Over the 
years, these and other groups have helped to mobilize and 
make mainstream the notion of “intersectionality” (a term 
coined by Kimberlé Crenshaw) and its broad umbrella of 
interdependent and overlapping matrices of oppression. 
The scale of the Women’s March demonstrated the collec-
tive power and need of the global community to confront 
the persistence and prevalence of patriarchal and misogy-
nistic structures in government and society. 

   The Women’s March and other important protest move-
ments, as a viable means of organizing and communicat-
ing for change, erupted in 2017 and 2018, leaping to the 
forefront of the resistance against entrenched and exploit-
ative systems. A younger generation are using technology 
and multiple means to mobilize and address critical global 
concerns while making gender equality and intersectional-
ity integral to the issues addressed. These various move-

ments have helped communities to mobilize to address is-
sues of reproductive rights, gender, intersectional violence, 
migrant rights, labor rights, citizenship rights, racial justice, 
freedom of speech, environmental justice, and more. They 
create a momentum that offers hope but also a challenge. 
It will take a majority of society, coming together, to ensure 
that enduring change is steadfastly made, through small 
steps and seismic shifts. 

   Research and activism have demonstrated how perva-
sively state and social systems are entangled with gender 
inequality and oppression. Violence against women and 
gender-based violence is the result of gender inequality, 
unequal power, corruption, and control. Gender violence 
is systemic and deeply rooted in patriarchy, but it is also 
intersectional in terms of both its origins and consequenc-
es. Patriarchal structures and relationships must be chal-
lenged. 

   One way that change can arise is through an intersec-
tional approach to dismantling and addressing all forms of 
inequality and oppression: racial, economic, ableist, etc. 
These are a part of patriarchal structures, practices, and 
histories. We need to recognize and resist the siloed per-
spectives and myopic means that divide us, that force vul-
nerable populations to compete against each other in the 
interests of the privileged few. We need to reimagine new 
ways of countering the forces that are subverting equality 
and justice and causing harm, not just to humans, but to 
the planet as a whole. 

   In the search for alternative paradigms, sociological per-
spectives that are sensitive to all voices are vital. Sociology 
has already offered valuable insights on gender inequality, 
yet there is much that requires our attention. The chal-
lenge for sociology is to seriously consider the following 
questions: What will it take to spark the sociological im-
agination toward equality (including within our own disci-
pline and institutions)? What are the kinds of theories and 
tools that can actually help dismantle systemic inequali-
ties? How can we not be co-opted by the forms of funding 
that reproduce inequalities, and instead have our research 
show the pathways toward equality? How can sociology 
collaboratively offer the promise and possibility for publics 
to hear each other across the divides that are being fueled 
by divisive politics? Can sociology, together with other dis-
ciplines, through research and action, offer tangible solu-
tions for true equality and social justice? Clearly, we will 
need the small steps and the seismic shifts, so that equal-
ity can become a dream realized.

Direct all correspondence to Margaret Abraham 
<Margaret.Abraham@Hofstra.edu>

https://www.transamericacenter.org/docs/default-source/women-and-retirement/tcrs2018_sr_women_take_control_of_retirement.pdf
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https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/pdf/NISVS-StateReportBook.pdf
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> Gender and Inequality 

by Lina Abirafeh, Lebanese American University, Lebanon 

 While gender inequality is an unfortunate 
global reality, the Arab region faces not 
only the greatest gap, but also signifi cant 
challenges in redressing this inequality. 

The region has long suffered economic and political in-
securities, compounded by socio-cultural obstacles and a 
system of entrenched patriarchy. This toxic combination 
stalls – and in many cases, reverses – progress toward 
gender equality.

   This is further compounded by multiple protracted hu-
manitarian crises, such as those in Syria, Palestine, Yem-
en, and Iraq. Throughout the region, instability is becoming 
the norm. These confl icts have destroyed systems of social 
protection, reduced access to safe services and support, 
displaced communities, and increased vulnerabilities, 
bringing new insecurities for women. In times of confl ict, 
gender equality goals quickly disappear from the agenda. 

   The 2018 World Economic Forum Global Gender Gap 

Report provides critical insight into the extent of gender 

>>

in the Arab Region

Credit: Jasmine Farram.

inequality in the Arab region. The report measures four di-
mensions: Economic Participation and Opportunity, Edu-
cational Attainment, Health and Survival, and Political 
Empowerment. At present, the Global Gender Gap score 
stands at 68%, meaning that, globally, there remains a 
32% gap to close. The Middle East and North Africa face 
the greatest distance from gender parity: 40%.

   Countries in the Gulf, such as the United Arab Emirates 
and Kuwait, have reduced gaps in terms of economic par-
ticipation and health, but gaps remain in wage equality. 
Qatar increased women’s political participation – from no 
women in parliament in 2017 to nearly 10% in 2018. 

   Despite its poor record in terms of women’s equality, 
Saudi Arabia has reduced wage inequality and increased 
women’s labor force participation. However, oppressive 
systems like male guardianship remain in place, restricting 
women’s freedom and mobility. 

   Jordan and Lebanon remain largely unchanged, despite 
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Lebanon’s minimal progress on the ratio of women in par-
liament. Oman has a larger gender gap than in previous 
years due to decreased economic participation.

   Women hold a mere 7% of managerial positions in the 
four worst-performing countries in the world, three of which 
are in the region − Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen. Of the 
eighteen countries covered in the region, twelve have re-
gressed. At the current pace, the region would need 153 
years to close its gender gap.

> Gender inequality: The case of Lebanon  

  Lebanon presents a worthwhile case on point, despite 
its progressive appearance. The 2018 Global Gender Gap 

Report ranked Lebanon as one of the worst countries for 
women. The ten worst countries for gender equality glob-
ally include Saudi Arabia, Iran, Mali, the Democratic Re-
public of Congo, Chad, Syria, Iraq, Pakistan, Yemen – and 
Lebanon. In 2016, Lebanon was in 135th place out of 
144 countries. In 2017, the country dropped to 137 of 
144 countries. And in 2018, Lebanon ranks 140 out of 
149 countries – behind most neighboring Arab countries, 
including Egypt, Tunisia, Morocco, Jordan, and Bahrain. 

   Lebanon’s extended episodes of civil strife, political 
deadlock, and economic limbo have sidelined the gender 
equality agenda. While the country seems to foster, at a 
surface level, a more liberal and progressive environment 
for women, the reality is far from equal.

   Lebanon has ratifi ed major international conventions 
including the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms 
of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) and the 1995 
Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing. The country 
has established national women’s machineries in the form 
of the National Commission for Lebanese Women in 1998 
and the Ministry for Women’s Affairs in 2016. And Leba-
non continues to create (although not fund or implement) 
national strategies for women’s empowerment. Despite 
these developments, the country lags behind on gender 
equality. 

   Women’s participation in political life remains unaccept-
ably low. In June 2017, parliament turned down the pro-
posal for a 30% women’s parliamentary quota in Lebanon. 
This was a signifi cant setback for women’s rights activ-
ists. There are currently only six women in a parliament of 
128 seats. Lebanese women continue to enter politics “in 
black,” as widows of former politicians, rather than repre-
senting themselves. As such, they continue to replicate 
sectarian interests rather than feminist interests, further 
fueling divides that have long impeded Lebanon.

   Despite high literacy rates and levels of educational 
attainment among women, the gender gap remains pro-

nounced in economic participation and opportunity. In 
2017, women comprised approximately 25% of the total 
labor force, refl ecting high levels of gender inequality in 
Lebanon’s workforce. The rate of unemployed adult wom-
en is double that of men. Neither employment policies nor 
laws protect equal opportunity, pay, or work-life balance. 
Lebanese women continue to be an under-utilized eco-
nomic force, frequently relegated to feminized sectors and 
the informal economy – without adequate remuneration 
or protection in the form of minimal social benefi ts and 
wages, or safe working conditions. Additionally, women 
are under-represented in senior roles, particularly in male-
dominated sectors. 

   Reform efforts in Lebanon are impeded by fi fteen sepa-
rate laws for the country’s diverse religious communities. 
These Personal Status Codes determine women’s fate in 
terms of marriage, divorce, inheritance, children, and so 
on. This is the most egregious manifestation of the coun-
try’s entrenched patriarchy. These codes endorse inequal-
ity between spouses and openly discriminate against wom-
en in all aspects of their lives. As a result, women’s bodies 
and lives are regulated by the different religious courts in 
the country. 

   The Lebanese legal system does include protections 
against some forms of gender-based violence, but con-
sistent and equal enforcement is severely lacking, and in-
cidents continue with relative impunity. Intimate partner 
violence is the most widespread form of gender-based 
violence in the country. In 2014, the Law on Protection 
of Women and Family Members from Domestic Violence 
was adopted by the Lebanese Parliament, but this new law 
failed to recognize marital rape as an offense. 

   In 2017, Parliament abolished Article 522 of the penal 
code that allowed the prosecution to drop charges against 
a rapist if he marries his victim. Also in 2017, a law was 
drafted to criminalize sexual harassment in public places 
and work places. To date, it remains a draft.

   Despite years of advocacy, no law exists that prohibits 
child marriage in Lebanon, leaving the power within the 
hands of the religious courts. This issue is exacerbated in 
the case of refugees: rates of child marriage among Syr-
ian refugees are increasing as a response to the ongoing 
crisis, and girls forced into marriage do not have access 
to legal protections from the Lebanese government. This 
serves as an urgent reminder that escaping confl ict does 
not necessarily bring safety for women and girls. 

   The case of Lebanon refl ects that of the Arab region as 
a whole: there is much more work to be done to achieve 
equality. The region must commit to accelerating this 
change; waiting 153 years is not an option.

Direct all correspondence to Lina Abirafeh <lina.abirafeh@lau.edu>
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> Gendered Labor
   and Inequality 

by Nicola Piper, Queen Mary University of London, UK and member of ISA Research Com-
mittee on Poverty, Social Welfare and Social Policy (RC19)

 Asia is home to signifi cant “South-South” or in-
tra-regional migration. According to estimates 
by the International Labour Organization, there 
were 150.3 million migrant workers in 2013 

of whom 83.7 million were men, and 66.6 million were 
women. The United Nations calculates the proportion of 
women in Asian migration stocks at about 42.7% compared 
to 48.4% globally. Much of this is due to sharp increases 
in the numbers and proportions of male migrants in Asia, 
which has outstripped the increases in migrant women.

   Between 1990 and 2000 only three of the top ten bi-
lateral corridors were within Asia but between 2010 and 
2017 that number had increased to six. The corridor be-
tween destination countries of the Gulf sub-region (clas-
sifi ed as “West Asia” by the United Nations) and source 
countries located in South and Southeast Asia is particu-
larly prominent due to the extremely high percentage of 
non-citizen residents in the Gulf countries: Qatar and Unit-
ed Arab Emirates have the highest proportion of migrants 
to total population at 90% and 88% respectively, many 
drawn from within the continent and increasingly from Af-
rica. Other key Asian destinations for Asian migrants are 
economically high-performing countries in Southeast Asia 
(Singapore, Malaysia) and East Asia (Korea, Taiwan, Ja-
pan). The main source countries of migrants are the Phil-
ippines, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, and Vietnam.

   Having experienced large-scale, sustained population 
movements since the 1970s, Asia’s migration patterns 
and features have unsurprisingly become subject to ris-
ing interest among scholars and practitioners. One unique 
feature of intra-Asian migration is its dominant regulatory 
framework, which comes in the form of strictly temporary 
employer-tied permits, providing migrants the opportunity 
to work abroad for two to four years, subject to renewal. 
The majority of low-skilled low-wage workers cannot avail 
themselves of the chance for family unifi cation and per-
manent settlement. Temporary contract migration is epito-
mized by the “single worker” phenomenon, with male mi-
grants generally responding to the need for workers in the 

productive sectors (e.g. construction) and female migrants 
primarily in the reproductive − that is care-related − sec-
tors, especially in domestic work, although they can also 
be found in manufacturing and other types of jobs.

  The domestic and care sectors in this region are clearly 
dominated by women migrants. In West Asia where domes-
tic work also includes gardeners, drivers, security guards, 
and cooks, male migrants tend to be employed in this sec-
tor too: 10% of all domestic workers in the Arab region are 
men. According to the International Labour Organization, 
at least 53.6 million women and men above the age of 
fi fteen are reported to be in domestic work as their main 
job, with some sources suggesting a fi gure as high as 100 
million. Domestic worker employment constitutes at least 
2.5% of total employment in post-industrial countries and 
between 4% and 10% of total employment in developing 
countries. In gender terms, women are the overwhelm-
ing majority of the domestic workforce (at 83%), which 
represents 7.5% of women’s employment worldwide. The 
mostly female domestic workers often travel thousands of 
miles to take up insuffi ciently regulated or even unregu-
lated, insecure and generally low-paid jobs, while leaving 
behind their own families. 

   Concepts such as the “care chain,” which have become 
widely used in global migration research and policy, draw 
on the experiences of migrants from Asian countries. Mi-
grant women meet the need for care workers in the more 
developed economies, resulting in a care defi cit in the mi-
grant women’s home countries. That the commodifi cation 
of care at the base of global care chains in the form of mi-
grant domestic labor has far-reaching socio-economic im-
plications that extend beyond macroeconomic prognoses 
has been largely ignored, and the social and psychological 
implications of families left behind have been unaddressed 
by policymakers.

   The fact that most of the intra-Asian migratory workforce 
labors in low-wage sectors has implications for the revived 
debate on the links between migration and development. 

>>

in the Asian Context
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Much of the positive spin placed on migration-development 
in recent years is based on the presumption of skill gains 
or “brain circulation” from which countries of origin are 
to benefi t. This ignores the work that the majority of tem-
porary labor migrants, especially migrant women, actually 
engage in. Throughout South and Southeast Asia, large 
numbers of “low-skilled” workers enter foreign employ-
ment under highly constrained circumstances. Often this 
is under short-term contracts, as part of the kafala system 
− the employer-tied visa sponsorship scheme used exten-
sively in the Gulf − or through a web of private recruitment 
brokers or agents who manipulate both ends of the migra-
tion process. Critical research has demonstrated that this 
commodifi cation of care work does not lead to any acquisi-
tion of “human capital,” and has no impact on wages and 
living standards. “Skills” are not even procured, let alone 
developed. The invisibility of reproductive work obfuscates 
the developmental repercussions of these resultant care 
defi cits. This has implications for sending countries: the 
exodus of migrant domestic workers has been met with 
enthusiasm for the large remittance infl ows it has gen-
erated, but without suffi cient consideration for the socio-
economic or developmental implications of the widespread 
care defi cits it creates. The predominant governmental dis-
course and policy framework that focuses on remittances 
alone serves to instrumentalize migrants’ contributions, 
and ignores the social costs of migration to families.

   This development paradigm ignores women migrants’ 
personal experiences and the costs involved in migration, 
thereby failing to pay attention to their rights, protections, 
and unique subjectivities. Government policy frameworks 
are predominantly concerned with controlling migration 

(i.e. the exit and entry of individuals and their access to 
labor markets or jobs) and extracting economic benefi ts 
from foreign workers, paying mere lip service to the human 
rights of migrants. 

   In sum, Asian states generally refrain from formulating 
gender-sensitive migration policies that facilitate women’s 
cross-border labor mobility. Rather, some countries impose 
legal restrictions on women’s labor migration, typically un-
der the guise of protection. Yet labor laws in most host 
countries poorly protect the rights of women migrants, who 
are subject to intersecting structural factors and discrimi-
nations based on gender, class, age, ethnicity, and nation-
ality. These factors further compound the challenges they 
confront. 

   As a result, women migrants who are concentrated in 
feminized sectors of the economy where wages are typical-
ly low (such as domestic work or garment manufacturing) 
cannot access the same labor rights and social protections 
as workers in other sectors. Structural inequalities, gender 
discrimination in labor markets in countries of origin, and 
restrictive immigration controls coalesce so that women 
generally have fewer pathways to migrate, and will be more 
likely to turn to recruiters (individuals and organizations 
who they pay to facilitate their migration process). Wom-
en are more likely than men to migrate via lower skilled 
temporary worker schemes or undocumented channels 
to labor in often unregulated sectors without trade union 
representation. High levels of socio-economic insecurity, 
geographic isolation, and political disenfranchisement of 
female temporary migrant workers are at the heart of gen-
dered inequality in Asia.

Direct all correspondence to Nicola Piper <n.piper@qmul.ac.uk>

“Government policy frameworks are predominantly concerned with 
controlling migration and extracting economic benefi ts from foreign 
workers, paying mere lip service to the human rights of migrants”
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> IPSP: Social 
   Progress, 

by Jeff Hearn, Hanken School of Economics, Finland, Örebro University, Sweden, and 
University of Huddersfi eld, UK, and member of ISA Research Committee on Women, 
Gender, and Society (RC32)

 T he International Panel on Social Progress (IPSP, 
https://www.ipsp.org/) was conceived around 
2012 and early 2013, as a large independent 
non-governmental social science operation, par-

alleling in some ways the Intergovernmental Panel on Cli-
mate Change (IPCC). The idea was discussed at the “Think 
Global” conference in May 2013 (https://penserglobal.
hypotheses.org/35), and then offi cially started in summer 
2014, with the fi rst meetings of the steering committee and 
the scientifi c council shortly after. The key leaders of this 
whole process have been Marc Fleurbaey (Princeton Uni-
versity) and Olivier Bouin (RFIEA), with the support of many 
leading social scientists such as Amartya Sen, Helga Now-
otny, Ravi Kanbur, and Elisa Reis. 

   The overall aim has been to: produce comprehensive 
coverage of the dimensions of social progress; make up-
to-date social science more accessible and relevant; feed 
social actors and citizens, including but not only govern-

ments, with ideas about possible futures; infl uence public 
debates; and increase interest in social justice and long-
term prospective thinking among scholars. 

   It was in April 2015 that I received an invitation to the 
fi rst large-scale author congress, with up to 200 leading 
social scientists from across the world, held in Istanbul 
in August 2015. The invitation was to join one of the 
collective sub-groups or chapters, entitled “Pluralizing 
family, gender, sexuality.” As it happens, between the 
invitation and the event, “Pluralizing family, gender, sex-
uality” became renamed as “Pluralization of families,” 
with gender being “mainstreamed.” This meant some 
rejigging of who was in which sub-group; eventually I 
ended up in the penultimate chapter, “The multiple di-
rections of social progress: ways forward,” as well as 
working to form a cross-cutting group on Gender (more 
on that soon). A second large congress was held in Lis-
bon in January 2017.

>>

Some Gendered Refl ections

Close to 300 researchers are involved in 

the International Panel on Social Progress 

Report. Credit: Sofi e Wolthers (2015).
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   In the published IPSP texts there are over 282 authors, 
including contributing authors. With various committee and 
scientifi c board members, the total rises to about 350. Ini-
tially, political scientists made up about a quarter of the 
authors; sociologists and economists each just under a 
fi fth; the remainder were across other social sciences, with 
a few from the humanities. A majority was from Europe 
and North America, with a substantial minority from across 
the globe; about 60% were identifi ed as male. 

   Key IPSP principles included: working in a bottom-up, peer-
based collegial way; non-binding support and funding from 
c.50 partner funders, universities, and other institutions, in-
dependent of governments and lobbyists; high value given 
to pluridisciplinary approaches and stakeholder feedback. 
Authors were encouraged to handle disagreements with hu-
mility and respect, agreeing to disagree and acknowledg-
ing the limits of expertise. IPSP aimed to be conditionally 
prescriptive: “if your objective is this, then the best way is 
that.” Key elements of social progress identifi ed were: equal 
dignity, basic rights, democracy, the rule of law, pluralism, 
well-being, freedom, non-alienation, solidarity, esteem and 
recognition, cultural goods, environmental values, distribu-
tive justice, transparency, accountability. 

   The outcome of this work has been three large collective 
volumes, Rethinking Society for the 21st Century: Report 

of the International Panel on Social Progress, along with a 
multi-authored single volume, A Manifesto for Social Pro-

gress: Ideas for a Better Society, all from Cambridge Uni-
versity Press. IPSP authors are also active in many fora, 
e.g. T20 (the international think-tank network of the G20 
which met in Germany in 2017 and Argentina in 2018), 
The Conversation, journal special issues, and a docu-fi lm: 
https://www.instagram.com/a_new_society/.

   Some idea of the spectrum of concerns is seen from the 
broad chapters in the three volumes: Volume 1. Socio-

Economic Transformations: Social Trends and New Geog-
raphies; Social Progress: A Compass; Economic Inequality; 
Economic Growth, Human Development, Welfare; Cities; 
Markets, Finance, Corporations; Future of Work; Social 
Justice, Well-Being, Economic Organization; Volume 2. 

Political Regulation, Governance, and Societal Transfor-

mations: Paradoxes of Democracy and Rule of Law; Vio-
lence, Wars, Peace, Security; International Organizations, 
Technologies of Governance; Governing Capital, Labor and 
Nature; Media and Communications; Volume 3. Transfor-

mations in Values, Norms, Cultures: Cultural Change; Re-
ligions; Pluralization of Families; Global Health; Education; 
Belonging; Multiple Directions of Social Progress; The Con-
tribution of the Social Sciences to Policy and Institutional 

Change. For each topic, the current situation, historical 
and prospective trends, directions of change inspired by 
social justice, and drivers and barriers for such change are 
examined. Cross-cutting topics are: Science, technology 
and innovation; Globalization; Social movements; Health; 
and as noted, Gender. The cross-cutting gender group 
commented on chapter drafts, and produced a checklist 
advising chapter authors on addressing gender, including 
such necessary points: 
• gender relations, gender power relations, and gendering 

processes, not only gender as a noun, variable, or specifi c 
gender categories; 
• gendered construction and differential gender power of 

both women and femininities, and men and masculinities;
• interpreting gender as meaning “women and men” may 
downplay gender diversity, further genders and LGBTIQ+ 

positions;
• the very different ways gender relations are organized in 
and across different societies, as generalizations across 
gender regimes may be fl awed;
• children, “girls” and “boys” not to be downplayed;
• care and consistency in distinguishing “gender equality” 

and “gender equity”; 
• gendering processes and gender regimes in what may be 
represented as “gender-neutral” or “non-gendered” are-

nas, e.g. international relations or transportation; 
• sexuality, including non-normative sexualities, not repro-
ducing heteronormativity;
• futures of gender and sexuality, e.g. implications of new 
technologies; 
• gender constructed intersectionally, at all levels, from 
identity to global social relations.

   Overall, the IPSP Report has sought to gather state-
of-the-art knowledge about the possibilities for structural 
social change, and synthesize knowledge on the princi-
ples, possibilities, and methods for improving societal in-
stitutions. Many recommendations have been made, for 
example, from the penultimate chapter alone, on: over-
coming obstacles to sustainable social progress; expand-
ing non-capitalist forms of market activity and the role of 
the state or community in meeting human needs; building 
vibrant cooperative market sectors; conversion of capital-
ist fi rms into cooperatives and worker takeovers; democ-
ratizing large capitalist corporations; unconditional basic 
income; universal care services; naming and changing 
the powerful and the privileged in institutions and policy; 
building transnational, inter-organizational alliances for 
policy development with learning from the Global South; 
extending equality agendas into ”unmarked” and transna-
tional policy arenas; democratizing democracy; and par-
ticipatory budgeting.

Direct all correspondence to Jeff Hearn <hearn@hanken.fi >
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> Poverty and Inequality: 
South Africa as a Warning to Africa
by Jeremy Seekings, University of Cape Town, South Africa, member of ISA Research 
Committee on Poverty, Social Welfare and Social Policy (RC19), and former Vice-President of ISA 
Research Committee on Urban and Regional Development (RC21)

 P  overty and inequality in 
South Africa have rightly 
attracted considerable at-
tention. Absolute poverty 

rates in South Africa – calculated us-
ing standardized measures of mon-
etary income – have long been and 
remain exceptionally high given the 
country’s GDP per capita. This is, of 
course, because South Africa has 
a very unequal income distribution. 
High income poverty and inequality 
are rooted in South Africa’s history of 
racial dispossession and discrimina-
tion before and under apartheid. After 
25 years of democratically-elected 
government, however, income poverty 
remains stubbornly high and inequal-
ity has probably increased. It is clearly 
not the case that democracy neces-
sarily reduces either income poverty 
or inequality.

 > The persistence of poverty
   and inequality in 
   South Africa

   The persistence of poverty and in-
equality refl ects diverse factors. In our 
2005 book, Class, Race and Inequal-

ity in South Africa (Yale University 
Press), Nicoli Nattrass and I argued 
that inequality survived apartheid 
because it was no longer driven by 
explicit racial discrimination. Under 
apartheid, white South Africans not 
only accumulated property and fi nan-
cial assets but also human capital 
(through racially discriminatory pub-
lic education) and social capital. (We 
should have added also cultural capi-
tal.) This meant that racial discrimi-
nation could be abolished without 
undermining the privileges of most 
white South Africans. Democratically-

>>

Looking for a job in South Africa, where the 

absolute number of unemployed people 

doubled in the last 25 years. 

Photo: Jeremy Seekings.

elected governments after 1994 dis-
mantled the last vestiges of explicit 
racial discrimination and introduced 
considerable affi rmative action in fa-
vor of black South Africans. But most 
white South Africans continued to en-
joy the privileges of class. Conversely, 
whilst some black South Africans 
benefi tted from the removal of racial 
restrictions (and then from affi rmative 
action) and prospered, many black 
South Africans continued to suffer 
from the lack of any kind of capital. 
Without skills, social capital, or land, 
four out of ten adult South Africans 
were unemployed.

   In our 2015 book, Policy, Politics 

and Poverty in South Africa (Palgrave 
Macmillan), Nattrass and I focused 
on why there was not stronger politi-
cal support for pro-poor policies after 
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the transition to democracy. We ac-
knowledged that some government 
policies have been pro-poor. Social 
assistance programs in South Africa 
redistribute an unusually large share 
(between 3% and 4%) of GDP from 
rich taxpayers to mostly poor house-
holds. This does reduce poverty, but 
not inequality. Nonetheless, poverty 
as well as inequality persists. This is 
primarily due to the high unemploy-
ment rate. Not only did the unemploy-
ment rate grow over 25 years of dem-
ocratic government, but the absolute 
number of unemployed people dou-
bled. Few of the benefi ts of economic 
growth have trickled down to the very 
poor, except through redistribution via 
tax-fi nanced social assistance. We ar-
gued that this refl ected, in part, the 
stifl ing effect of labor market policies 
on labor-intensive sectors.
 
 > A growing Africa-wide 
   phenomenon

   South Africa’s history is often 
thought to make it an exceptional 
case. But the persistence of poverty 
and rising inequality in South Africa 
is a foretaste of a growing Africa-wide 
phenomenon. Between 1990 and 
2015 the proportion of the global 
population in extreme income poverty 
fell by two-thirds, from 47% to 14%. 
The estimated total number of peo-
ple living in extreme income poverty 
fell from just under 2 billion people 
in 1990 to 836 million in 2015. In 
Africa, however, the overall poverty 
rate declined much more modestly, 
from 57% to close to 40%, whilst 
the absolute number of people living 
in extreme poverty in Africa actually 
rose. As in South Africa, poverty per-
sists despite economic growth. Too 
few of the benefi ts of growth trickle 
down to the poor. The growth elastic-
ity of poverty in Africa between 1990 
and 2015 was only -0.7, compared 
with -2 for other regions, meaning 
that every 1% of economic growth in 
Africa reduced poverty by only 0.7%, 
whereas the same growth elsewhere 
reduced poverty by 2%. Economic 

growth in Africa has fueled inequality 
more than poverty reduction.

   In Africa, unlike South Africa, the 
poor hitherto have mostly been peas-
ant farmers in rural areas. Peasant 
farmers in many (but not all) areas 
have low productivity and are vul-
nerable to asset-destroying drought. 
Governments have often neglected 
the rural population. The “develop-
ment” imposed on peasant farmers 
has rarely brought major benefi ts. 
Much of Africa was once character-
ized by abundant land and a short-
age of labor. Now it is increasingly 
characterized by scarce land and a 
labor surplus. Raising the productivity 
of peasant farmers is clearly neces-
sary to improve national food security 
and to reduce rural poverty. It is very 
unlikely, however, to absorb the grow-
ing labor force. The result is already 
evident: rising unemployment rates 
among young people, many of whom 
migrate to urban areas, and who are 
then seen by political elites as posing 
a political threat. 

 > The need for labor-intensive
   manufacturing 

   In South Africa and increasingly 
across the rest of Africa, poverty re-
duction requires the expansion of 
labor-intensive non-agricultural sec-
tors. Almost every historic case of 
sustained economic growth and pov-
erty reduction has involved a phase 
of labor-intensive manufacturing. In 
our new book, Inclusive Dualism: La-

bour-Intensive Development, Decent 

Work, and Surplus Labour in South-

ern Africa (Oxford University Press, 
2019), Nicoli Nattrass and I use the 
classic work of W. Arthur Lewis – the 
only economist of African descent 
to win the Nobel prize for econom-
ics – to examine the role of clothing 
manufacturing in the expansion of 
employment and poverty reduction. 
The clothing industry is important in 
its own right, as a potentially major 
source of employment for the poor. 
The four million clothing jobs in Bang-

ladesh might be low-wage, but they 
have played a major role in poverty 
reduction, as rural women move into 
higher-productivity, higher-earning 
employment. The clothing industry 
also serves as the canary in the coal 
mine, indicating the health of the en-
vironment. In a coal mine, the health 
of the caged canary was an indicator 
of the danger posed by gas to mine-
workers. Similarly, if a country with 
surplus labor does not have a growing 
clothing industry, something is wrong 
with the policy environment. 

   Inclusive Dualism includes a de-
tailed discussion of the lessons from 
South Africa, where employment in 
clothing manufacturing has declined 
at the same time as unemployment 
has been rising. Most alarmingly, the 
employment elasticity of growth in 
manufacturing in South Africa has 
probably been negative, meaning that 
increased manufacturing output has 
coincided with declining employment 
in the sector. Labor productivity has 
risen, as employers have invested in 
more capital- and skill-intensive tech-
nologies, but employment has fallen. 
This is, of course, a recipe for persis-
tent if not rising inequality and pov-
erty. We attribute this to what we call 
“decent work fundamentalism,” i.e., 
the pursuit of “decent work” without 
regard to the consequences for (un)
employment. Until South Africa and 
other African countries provide the 
kind of environment in which clothing 
manufacturing can fl ourish, poverty 
and inequality will remain.

   Data on poverty in Africa are from the 
UN’s Millennium Development Goals 

Report (New York: United Nations, 
2015), Kathleen Beegle et al.’s Pov-

erty in a Rising Africa (Washington DC: 
World Bank, 2016), and Zarobabel Bi-
caba et al.’s “Eliminating Extreme Pov-
erty in Africa: Trends, Policies and the 
Roles of International Organizations,” 
Working Paper 223 (Abidjan: African 
Development Bank, 2015).

Direct all correspondence to Jeremy Seekings
<jeremy.seekings@uct.ac.za>
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> Pentecostalism and 
   Charismatic Christianity
   in South Africa

 T   he 1994 democratic elec-
tions in South Africa marked 
a watershed moment of 
change represented by the 

offi cial collapse of the colonial apart-
heid order and its replacement by 
democratic black majority rule. These 
changes were accompanied by sev-
eral others, and in particular changes 
in the old institutions, structures, and 
their attendant practices. Among them 
was the upsurge in the Christian re-
ligious movements that manifested 
through Pentecostal and/or charis-
matic Christian churches. While these 
churches are not new to South Africa, 
having apparently fi rst emerged dur-
ing the turn of the twentieth century, 
they grew exponentially throughout the 
country in the immediate post-1994 
period, both in the urban centers and 
remote rural villages. 

   The exponential growth of these 
churches was however not without 
problems and controversies. Of late, 
we have witnessed and read reports 

>>

of endless controversies in which 
these churches are said to be en-
gaged in practices perceived as be-
ing contrary to true Christian faith. 
Amongst these practices are the 
feeding of people with snakes, grass, 
petrol, and pesticides as part of spir-
itual healing and fi ghting of demonic 
spirits (see pictures 1 and 2). At the 
time of writing this piece, there were 
ongoing court cases against the 
Nigerian-born pastor, Timothy Omo-
toso of the Jesus Dominion Inter-
national (JDI) church, charged with 
allegations of sexual assault, human 
traffi cking and racketeering, and 
the Malawian-born multimillionaire 
pastor of the Enlightened Christian 
Gathering (ECG) church, Shepherd 
Bushiri, and his wife, charged with 
fraud and money laundering. Also 
recent was the video clip that went 
viral of the Congolese-born pastor 
Alph Lukau, in which he claimed to 
have just prayed and managed to 
bring a dead man lying in the coffi n 
back to life. 

by Mokong S. Mapadimeng, Human Sciences Research Council, South Africa, and member of 
ISA Research Committees on Sociology of Arts (RC37) and Labor Movements (RC44)

The pastor of a pentecostal church spraying 

Doom, an insecticide in the face of a 

congregation member.

   The endless controversies about 
these churches, including charges 
that they operate like private busi-
nesses and yet benefi t from not pay-
ing taxes due to the absence of a 
regulatory framework, prompted the 
South African government to appoint 
a commission of inquiry to investigate 
these controversies and alleged il-
legal business practices. This task 
was assigned to the Commission 
for the Promotion and Protection of 
the Rights of Cultural, Religious and 
Linguistic Communities (CRL Rights 
Commission). The investigation was 
meant to address the perceived prob-
lem of fraudulent churches that are 
viewed as causing harm to people’s 
emotions and spirits. The view is that 
some of these churches have been 
established for commercial gain by 
church leaders despite their mem-
bers living in poverty. 

   What is striking amidst the rising 
popularity and controversies of Pen-
tecostal and/or charismatic churches 
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is the lack of sociological accounts. 
This is attributable to the fact that in 
South Africa, sociology of religion is 
still largely underdeveloped. As a re-
sult, it leaves unanswered and unex-
plored a whole range of sociological 
questions related to these churches 
including the following: how does 
one explain the sudden mush-
rooming and exponential growth of 
these churches, and their popularity 
amongst South Africans? Which seg-
ments of the South African society 
are actively involved as congregants 
for these churches? Who are the 
leaders of these churches and what 
makes them so charismatic? How 
does one explain what appears like 
passivity on the part of the con-
gregants as agents, to what are per-
ceived as toxic and dangerous prac-
tices within these churches? What 
about the regulatory frameworks for 
religious organizations in South Af-
rica, and are they being fl outed? 

   As a modest attempt to provide 
a preliminary sociological account, I 
enlist a theoretical perspective on re-
ligion and its role within society. This 
perspective examines how religion is 
understood i.e., what it is and what 
its role and infl uence are in society. 
At the defi nitional level, there are 
some disagreements, which James 
A. Beckford attributes to the fact that 
religion is a social construct founded 
in and informed by specifi c socio-
political and historical contexts which 

give it diverse and dynamic, unfi xed 
meanings. This view is helpful to un-
derstanding the exponential growth of 
Pentecostal and charismatic church-
es in post-1994 South Africa. This 
was a political moment which prom-
ised a “better life for all,” an ideal that 
has never been fully realized. This 
is so despite some improvements 
made through large-scale provision 
of basic services to the poor. South 
Africa’s perpetually slow annual eco-
nomic growth, presently recorded at 
just 2.2%, has failed to generate sig-
nifi cant levels of employment (offi cial 
unemployment is over 27%). Poverty 
and inequalities are worsening, with 
the country’s Gini coeffi cient of 0.63 
one of the highest in the world. These 
are exacerbated by moral degenera-
tion and rampant corruption marked 
by looting of public funds by politically 
connected elites for self-enrichment. 
At the time of writing this article, two 
commissions of inquiry were ongoing, 
investigating alleged state capture by 
corrupt corporate interests, corrup-
tion, and fraud. 

   This context explains the exponen-
tial growth and popularity of charis-
matic churches amongst South Afri-
cans. These churches promise their 
followers blessings in the form of a 
miraculous end to their sufferings 
from poverty, ill health, and unem-
ployment, as well as in the form of 
material wealth. To this end, they en-
courage congregants to make fi nan-

cial donations which ultimately leave 
the pastors super rich. Beckford was 
spot on in observing that religion is a 
non-homogenous, complex, and var-
ied social construct which depends on 
the ends it is harnessed to achieve. 
The unique charismatic elements of 
Pentecostalism, including the mirac-
ulous healings, have been exploited 
for self-enrichment by pastors who 
pose as prophets performing mira-
cles. While for Steve Bruce, religion’s 
infl uence is enhanced by the belief 
that the rewards for doing God’s will 
on earth would follow in the next life 
through eternal bliss and far greater 
riches than the mundane world can 
offer, the present wave of Pentecos-
talism and charismatic churches in 
South Africa emphasizes material re-
wards in the current world. 

   It is not easy to conclude with-
out pointing to the historical effects 
of colonialism achieved through 
Christian missionary churches and 
the western education system. Spe-
cifi cally, the Christian churches’ mis-
sionary role has been to convert Af-
ricans away from their pre-colonial 
faith centered on Badimo or Amadli-

ozi (ancestors) as spiritual mediums 
for access to Modimo/Unkulunkulu 
(God). This has resulted in converted 
Africans dismissing Badimo or Ama-

dliozi as demonic spirits, signifying 
a successful project of colonization 
cemented through an education 
system that rests on colonial theo-
retical concepts and categories. This 
attests to Bruce’s view that religion 
could either promote cohesion by 
binding people together under the 
name of God or a common cosmol-
ogy, or change and disrupt the pre-
existing order. 

Direct all correspondence to:
Mokong S. Mapadimeng 
<mmapadimeng@gmail.com>

The pastor of a pentecostal church feeding 

an alive snake to a congregation member.
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> Space Invaders:
by Asanda Benya, University of Cape Town, South Africa

 I t has been fi fteen years since 
women joined the under-
ground workforce in South Afri-
ca’s mines. Currently there are 

close to 50,000 women in mining, 
about 10.9% of the permanent min-
ing employees. While close to 11% 
of the mining workforce are women, 
and legislation facilitating and ac-
celerating their inclusion has been 
adopted, the industry continues to 
imagine and present itself implicitly 
as masculine and depicts only men 
or male bodies as suitable for under-
ground mine work. This suitability of 
male bodies for underground mine 
work is almost naturalized and eter-
nalized, in discourse and in mining 
occupational culture. 

   The naturalization of male bodies 
in mining has inadvertently facilitated 

the exclusion of women, despite leg-
islation that seeks to redress past 
exclusions. As I argue elsewhere, 
women in South African mines are 
“included while excluded.” Indeed, 
they are seen, to use Nirmal Puwar’s 
words, as “space invaders” and as 
such, are producing a “state of diso-
rientation and ontological anxiety.” 
They have not only been accused of 
negatively affecting productivity and 
safety but have also been stigmatized 
both inside the mines and outside 
for not conforming to societal norms 
about femininity, and their morals 
have been questioned. 

   While in theory women can do any 
underground job, in reality they are 
barred from taking up certain jobs. In 
all the shafts where I conducted my 
research, women could not be rock 

>>

Working in the mines. 

Photo: Asanda Benya. 

Underground Women Miners 

drill operators, and very few were 
lashers or winch drivers. The few 
winch drivers I worked with hardly ever 
drove winches underground. Using 
protectionist discourse, mines stra-
tegically refuse to recruit, train, and 
allocate women to some occupations 
underground. This is despite the fact 
that protecting them from “strenuous 
underground jobs” also renders them 
fi nancially disadvantaged since they 
cannot, in some instances, claim the 
same production bonuses as men.

   Below I refer to one of many in-
cidents underground which illus-
trates how the exclusion of women, 
wrapped in cultural and protection-
ist discourse, is furthered and en-
trenched daily with many recruited to 
be complicit, to cement and ingrain it 
while rhetorically preaching inclusion. 
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   In the early stages of my research, 
while still training to be a winch driver, 
I was told women were not allowed 
in the drilling class. Reasons for their 
exclusion were based on their bod-
ies, which instructors and the mine 
considered improper and “too fragile” 
for the operation of the drilling ma-
chine. Instructors argued that drill-
ing machines would negatively affect 
women’s wombs. In my case, after 
persisting and eventually being al-
lowed to join the drilling class, I was 
strictly instructed to only observe and 
not touch anything because “the hot 
stopes and drilling” were for men and 
incompatible with women’s anatomy. 
The design of the machines and the 
ventilation in the stope were not cited 
as reasons. 

   After a few sessions at the training 
center and a few days of observing, all 
new recruits were given a chance to 
try out the machines and were encour-
aged to imitate as closely as possible 
the instructors and experienced work-
ers − from how they sit with their legs 
straddled across, and thighs tightly 
closing in on the machine, to their 
breathing and bodily rhythms. When 
it was my turn, however, the lesson 
was different. The instructor went from 
initially refusing to let me operate the 
machine to telling me that women 
cannot straddle machines. Yet, to in-
sert the machine and be stable one 
has to straddle the machine. My in-

structor, however, told me to bring my 
legs together. He said my “legs must 

both be on one side, like a lady.” This 
is despite repeatedly seeing him shove 
the machine-boys down, telling them 
to open wide their legs, straddle the 
machine and feel it between their 
thighs and “hold it tight and push it 

in.” He told me to bring my legs to-
gether and move them to one side 
“otherwise you won’t be able to have 

babies… you are killing your eggs.” 
Workers also remarked that a woman 
straddling a machine looks “indecent.”

   As expected, when I followed their 
instructions and drilled “like a lady” 
with both legs on one side, the ma-
chine dragged me. When I switched it 

off to tell them that it is impossible to 

drill in that position, before I turned 

my head back to them, the instructor 

said “you see I told you that women 

cannot drill, I’ve been in mining for a 

loooong time, I know what I’m talk-

ing about. Women cannot do this, it’s 

impossible… this machine is heavy” 

(all the workers I could lay my eyes 

on were nodding in agreement) (Field 
notes, Rustenburg, April 2012). For 
these men, my being dragged by the 
machine was a confi rmation of the 
“unsuitability” of women’s bodies for 
drilling, not their “special” instruc-
tions against straddling the machine.

   These preconceived prudish ideas 
about women’s bodies are not only at 

the training center but fi lter into the 
daily work underground. As I docu-
ment elsewhere, there are many cas-
es where women are prevented from 
doing their work underground, or re-
duced to assistants who clean and 
fetch water for teams, or removed 
from their working places and sepa-
rated from their teams especially if 
the team works in the hot stopes. I 
call this the informal job reallocation 
and it has led to women’s isolation 
from their teams and alienation from 
their work and has had both short-
term (not qualifying for production 
bonuses) and long-term dire effects 
around promotions.

   These are not isolated incidents, 
but rather, are systemic and reinforce 
the peripheral status of women in 
mining, despite their legislated inclu-
sion in underground work. I use the 
examples above to illustrate the sig-
nifi cant and very real, yet invisible dif-
ferences in how men and women are 
trained and treated at work and how 
preconceived notions about women’s 
bodies as fragile and weak leads to 
their exclusion, thus rendering them 
“second-class” workers underground. 
It is clear that legislation alone is in-
suffi cient − it is the deeply ingrained 
masculine occupational culture and 
norms that need to be challenged 
and changed. 

Direct all correspondence to Asanda Benya 
<asanda.benya@uct.ac.za>
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> The Extra-Economic
by Thabang Sefalafala, University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa

 D iscussions on the experi-
ences of unemployment 
by scholars, analysts, 
policy makers, and the 

public often focus on the economic 
effects of unemployment, neglecting 
in the process extra-economic factors 
that are every bit as important. What 
is often intimated is how unemploy-
ment is primarily a problem of materi-
al hardship and poverty. Men’s inabil-
ity to provide for the material needs of 
their households is seen as a funda-
mental source of threats to masculin-
ity, of humiliation, and shame.

   Debates on unemployment, espe-
cially in policy circles but also beyond, 
often largely focus on the economic 
effects of unemployment, therefore 
privileging conceptions and under-
standings of unemployment as mainly 
a livelihood problem.

   Between 2013 and 2014, I con-
ducted an ethnographic study of 
black unemployed ex-mine workers 
retrenched from the goldfi elds of the 
Free State province in South Africa. 
The fi ndings present insights which 
confi rm this view but also challenge 
it. That is to say, they do not dismiss 
the economic effects of unemploy-
ment, but they also show that there 
is more to their suffering.

   Nineteenth- and twentieth-century 
capitalism powerfully synthesized 
wage work as an anchor of person-
hood and masculinity. Large numbers 
of African men were recruited from 
rural areas and inducted into wage 
work. Proletarianization implied the 
powerful production of shared col-
lective proletarian identities, in which 
wage work signifi ed a decent life, es-
pecially as a male breadwinner.

   As wage work assumed authori-
tative signifi cance over representa-
tions of a decent and dignifi ed life, 
a South African and global crisis of 
wage work has emerged. The rise 
of unemployment has seen a grow-
ing number of work seekers unable 
to fi nd jobs. In addition, jobs in the 
neoliberal capitalist period often 
lack the characteristics associated 
with traditional jobs. They often lack 
voice, security, and benefi ts. Despite 
the deep crisis of wage work, sug-
gesting the exhaustion of its ability to 
fulfi ll the traditional responsibilities 
apportioned to it, wage work remains 
central to conceptions of dignifi ed 
humans in the modern world.

   As a result, large numbers of peo-
ple’s everyday life is one of deep, 
protracted economic instability and 
insecurity. In South Africa, the social 
security system, lauded by some as 
the most comprehensive on the Af-
rican continent, does not cover the 
unemployed. As such, unemployed 
youth and other categories of the la-
bor force lack any meaningful pros-
pects of stable and predictable in-
come to meet their basic needs.

   My research shows that retrenched 
ex-mine workers’ experiences of eco-
nomic insecurity were often shaped 
by the masculine self-formation as-
sociated with mine work, including 
as breadwinners. For example, one 
of my interviewees called Raseboko, 
an ex-mine worker, stated that unem-
ployment erodes a man’s status be-
cause he can no longer provide for his 
family. He said: “Unemployment has 
taken away my status as a man. A 
man gets his status from providing for 
his family. If I cannot provide for my 
family, what status is there?”

>>

Effects of Unemployment

   Unemployed men lose confi dence, 
feel worthless, and may even con-
template suicide due to abrupt 
changes and maladjustments as-
sociated with unemployment: “You 
cannot provide for your family as a 
man. The pressure from my family 
was too much, I even thought about 
committing suicide. I felt that I was 
nothing, no one important to my own 
family. Useless. I cannot see what I 
am still living for.” They experience 
envy at seeing other men provide 
for their families, and are unable to 
sustain participation in community 
burial and saving clubs.

   On the surface, the data seem to 
support the idea that the detrimental 
effects of unemployment mainly relate 
to economic hardship and poverty. 
Yet, economic hardship and poverty 
are not exclusive to the unemployed; 
the “working poor” are employed but 
materially deprived people. 

   Ex-mine workers drew on provoca-
tive images of black injured bodies 
with missing parts to describe what it 
meant to them to be unemployed. It 
meant a certain kind of “de-classifi -
cation,” that is the process of being 
cast into a different, or lower, state of 
existence than before. Images of sick 
and battered black bodies were used 
as metaphors to describe disjointed 
and broken social and moral orders. 
This conveys the idea that such an 
existence was for them an anomic 
state of being in the world.

   Wage work no longer appears as 
an external activity in which they 
engaged instrumentally, merely to 
construct and develop sustainable 
livelihoods; it becomes an embodied 
object of desire. 
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   The embodiment of wage work im-
plies a deeper, more existential, mor-
al authority such that the absence of 
wage work transcends the economic, 
social, and psychological implications 
and powerfully appears as an intangi-
ble condition of anomie, experienced 
as a sense of loss. 

   To lose a job did not only mean the 
loss of income, but moral debase-
ment. That is, the loss of being and 
existing in the world in ways that are 
commensurate with dominant wage 
work and capitalist relations, norms, 
and values.

   Thus, the humiliation and stigma 
of the unemployed is not merely be-
cause their livelihoods have been 
compromised. It is because, in a 
wage-centered discourse, unem-

ployment is a crisis, because it rep-
resents a condition of maladjust-
ment to a certain kind of hegemonic 
shared and collective order. Limiting 
our understanding of unemployment 
as fundamentally a problem of liveli-
hood would lead us to the idea that 
simply administering some kind of 
cash transfer such as a Basic Income 
Grant (BIG) or unemployment grant 
would solve the problem. However, 
ex-mine workers rejected cash trans-
fers as a comprehensive response to 
unemployment. Their rejection of a 
certain kind of cash transfer was not 
because they saw no value to it, but 
because to them, it did not replace 
what had been lost.

   If wage work fails, the future de-
pends on developing a strategy to 
de-center it and re-imagining a new 

shared and collective system. Think-
ing of alternative post-work ideas 
would have to confront the fact that a 
powerfully embodied desire has been 
systematically produced.

   Ex-mine workers were not think-
ing of alternatives, they wanted 
jobs. This illustrates the challenge of 
thinking about alternatives. The mor-
al commitment to wage work blinds 
the unemployed, policy makers, and 
analysts to possible futures outside 
wage work.

   For post-work alternatives to be fea-
sible, ex-mine workers, policy makers, 
and society more broadly would have 
to imagine a world in which wage 
work is no longer central to concep-
tions of dignity.

Direct all correspondence to Thabang Sefalafala 
<Thabang.sefalafala@gmail.com>

“To lose a job did not only mean the loss of income, but moral 
debasement. That is, the loss of being and existing in the world 
in ways that are commensurate with dominant wage work and 

capitalist relations, norms, and values”
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> How to Feed 
   the World: 

by Marc C.A. Wegerif, University of Pretoria, South Africa

 M oving to Dar es Sa- 
laam in Tanzania, I was 
fascinated by the duka 
(small shop) selling 

food and household goods on almost 
every street. I was equally fascinated 
by the people’s markets − vibrant so-
cial spaces, full of many small trad-
ers who know each other and most of 
their customers − which were within 
walking distance of the places where 
I lived. This interest resulted in my re-
search on how Dar es Salaam’s close 
to fi ve million residents are fed. This 

>>

The Ilala Fresh Produce Market in Dar es 

Salaam. Photo: Marc C.A. Wegerif.

Learning from Tanzania

has important lessons for sustainably 
feeding our growing and urbanizing 
world population.

 > Following the eggs

   Early on I followed the eggs that 
were sold, in any quantity, from a 
stack of reused 30-egg cardboard 
trays, at my local duka. To see where 
they came from I cycled with Samu-
el, who delivered the eggs. After 22 
kms we reached Samuel’s peri-urban 
home and sat under a tree eating 
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lunch with his family. Samuel keeps 
100 chickens and buys eggs for cash 
from chicken farmers in the neighbor-
hood. He buys 600 to 900 eggs in 
the evening and rides into town to sell 
them the following morning. At that 
time, his three trips a week made a 
profi t that was two and a half times 
the minimum wage for a full-time ag-
ricultural worker. Quantitative analysis 
found that around a million eggs a 
week were transported into town just 
on bicycles along the road Samuel 
used. This environmentally friendly 
way of distributing fresh eggs is a key 
supplier to the city and is how thou-
sands of people create reasonable 
quality livelihoods for themselves.

   Further research revealed how the 
egg industry is integrated within a wid-
er food system. Samuel buys chicken 
feed from a feed factory close enough 
to carry the sacks home in a wheelbar-
row. The feed factory obtains the core 
ingredient of maize bran from local 
mills, of which there are over 2,000 
in Dar es Salaam. Chicken droppings 
are used as manure for horticulture, 
and the vegetables grown are sold in 
markets and to neighbors.

   My research followed other foods 
important to the majority of people in 
the city: maize, rice, milk, beef, and 
green vegetables. While the nature of 

the foods was different and the geo-
graphic sources ranged from the city 
itself to the far corners of the country, 
the organization of the food produc-
tion and distribution had similarities. 
Much of the green vegetables and 
milk, like the eggs, comes from urban 
and peri-urban production comple-
mented by produce trucked in from 
hundreds of kilometers away. Rice 
and maize is grown by millions of 
farmers in the hinterland, most with 
just a few hectares of land, who pro-
duce for home consumption, replant-
ing and selling to traders. The trad-
ers, working with local agents who are 
often farmers themselves, reach into 
remote villages and pay cash even for 
small quantities, then aggregate it for 
transporting, mostly to Dar es Salaam, 
sometimes via regional markets. The 
traders arrange transport, process-
ing, and distribution to retail outlets 
like the duka and people’s markets. 
The trucks are hired as needed from 
many different transport businesses. 
Much maize milling and rice husking 
is done by paying per sack or kilo to 
use milling machines owned by local 
business people. 

 > A “symbiotic food system”

   This food system providing most of 
the city’s food comprises multitudes 
of small-scale actors, from farmers 

to retailers, who together deliver at a 
city feeding scale with no corporate 
and little direct state involvement, 
aside from tax collection. I call this a 
“symbiotic food system” as other ter-
minology, such as “informal,” doesn’t 
do it justice. Symbiotic doesn’t mean 
all relations are equal, but they are 
mutually benefi cial and not predatory, 
or they wouldn’t be sustained. The 
actors operate in socially embedded 
economic relations that involve a ten-
sion between competition and work-
ing collaboratively; a striving for au-
tonomy as well as solidarity. In some 
cases, such as with municipal mar-
kets, there are formalized structures 
with elected committees and stated 
rules that fi t common pool resource 
management principles. More often, 
however, collaboration takes place 
organically with no explicitly stated 
rules, structures, or contracts. Inter-
dependent actors, with relatively eq-
uitable status and common cultural 
repertoires, trade with each other and 
work together, based on established 
norms and relationships of, at least, 
familiarity. Reciprocity is part of these 
norms, but not confi ned to narrow and 
direct material exchanges. Collabora-
tion − such as sharing transport and 
information, market traders watching 
over each other’s stalls and assisting 
with childcare – overcomes resource 
constraints, and creates valuable so-

Samuel delivering eggs to a duka (small 

shop) in Dar es Salaam. 

Photo: Marc C.A. Wegerif.

>>
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cial networks. This is not based on 
purposive solidarity (although solidar-
ity develops through its practice) or 
altruism, but rather on what works 
within a particular context. That con-
text, in Tanzania, includes protec-
tion of agriculture from international 
competition through tariffs and other 
measures, and a history of state in-
terventions that limited capital accu-
mulation by a few. 

   An important form of mutual assis-
tance is how new entrants − whether 
farmers, traders, or retailers − get 
started. Invariably, people start their 
own enterprises with assistance from 
others – family, friends and acquaint-
ances − already in the same busi-
ness, who show them the opportunity 
and ways of working and introduce 
them to key actors. From a narrow 
economic perspective, they are help-
ing to create their own competitors, 
but they are also creating future col-
laborators. Samuel started egg trad-
ing after another trader showed him 
the routes and shops he could sup-
ply. Rice and maize traders begin by 
traveling with an existing trader to the 
producing areas and being introduced 

to traders and farmers. Shopkeepers 
normally start as shop assistants, 
serving as a form of apprenticeship 
allowing them to learn and save mon-
ey to start their own business. Such 
mechanisms expand the system 
through replication, keep it equitable, 
and induct new entrants into the es-
tablished norms.

   All the foods produced in Tanza-
nia and distributed through the sym-
biotic food system are cheaper from 
the duka and people’s markets than 
from the supermarkets. In addition, 
these outlets make the food more ac-
cessible as they are close to people, 
sell in any quantity the eater wants 
(or can afford), stay open late, and 
provide interest-free credit to regular 
customers they know. Farmers also 
get better prices selling through the 
symbiotic food system than if they 
supply supermarkets or other corpo-
rate value chains.

 > Impacts on the food supply
   system

   Three international supermarket 
groups have collapsed or pulled out 

of Tanzania since 2014. A number 
of planned large-scale agricultural 
investments, including large land 
deals, have also collapsed or fallen 
far short of their targets, including 
the Southern Agricultural Growth 
Corridor that was backed by corpora-
tions, including Monsanto, Yara, and 
Unilever, as well as by multilateral 
bodies (e.g. G8, World Bank, Food 
and Agriculture Organization) when 
launched at the World Economic Fo-
rum in 2010.

   Despite these failures, food is on 
the shelves in Dar es Salaam. Tan-
zanian maize and rice production, 
still by small-scale farmers, has in-
creased substantially over the last 
fi fteen years, keeping pace with a 
city that has doubled in size, grow-
ing by 2.5 million people since 2002. 
Samuel has increased his deliveries 
from three to fi ve times per week, 
supplying the same duka and a few 
new ones.

Direct all correspondence to Marc C.A. Wegerif
<marc.wegerif@up.ac.za>
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> Zimbabwe’s 
   Predatory State:  

by Jabusile Madyazvimbishi Shumba, Africa University, Zimbabwe

>>

Party, Military, and Business

 I n academic debates, Zimba-
bwe’s story is contested as 
much as it is polarized. The 
nature of the state itself is in 

doubt and disputed: does Zimbabwe 
exemplify a fragile, strong and unco-
operative, or predatory state? On 15 
November 2017, when the military 
intervened leading to the dethrone-
ment of long-time ruler President 
Robert Mugabe, some characterized 
the decisive military intervention as 
a classic “coup d’état.” Yet for oth-
ers, perhaps long frustrated and 
keen to see President Mugabe’s de-
parture at all costs, the end justifi ed 
the means. The latter have preferred 
to creatively view it as a “military-
assisted transition.” 

   Many would agree that Zimbabwe 
moved away from the expectations of 

the hopeful masses and many sup-
porters of the liberation struggle pro-
ject. Insofar as the liberation struggle 
ended in the defeat of the white su-
premacist colonial minority, an his-
toric conquest was won. However, 
the liberation movement in power has 
proved to be a disappointment, not 
only to many well-wishers, but also 
to the majority of the citizens it now 
rules. A very promising young state 
at independence in 1980, Zimbabwe 
in the post 2000s is now associated 
with grisly images of violence, cata-
clysmic economic failure, poverty, 
and suffering. Several questions beg 
answers: Why did this happen? How 
did it happen? Did the ruling elite 
know their choices would lead to Zim-
babwe’s developmental decline?

 > The predatory state

   In Zimbabwe’s Predatory State: 

Party, Military and Business, I argue 
that the Zimbabwean state is best 
conceptualized as predatory rather 
than in any other terms. Yet the no-
tion of the predatory state has re-
mained an elusive concept. I differ 
with other advocates of the term who 
have appropriated it to mean the op-
posite of a developmental state, a 
special variant of criminalization, or 
a form of neopatrimonialism. Indeed, 
most political economy approaches 
to post-colonial Africa have tended 
to emphasize the absence of cen-
tral authority. Ironically, however, the 
term “predatory” inherently denotes 
strength – that is, it implies the ca-
pacity of predators to prey on their 
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targets, thus requiring the strength to 
subordinate their victims. For states, 
such strength arguably rests on the 
presence rather than the absence of 
central authority through which the 
state is able to exercise control.

   Based on my empirical research, 
I suggest that the predatory state is 
a ruling class anti-developmental 
accumulation and reproduction pro-
ject characterized by: (1) party and 
military dominance in the state; (2) 
state-business relations shaped by 
domination and capture; and (3) 
state-society relations shaped by vio-
lence and patronage. However, the 
distinction between the “authoritarian 
developmental state” and the preda-
tory state deserves clarifi cation. How 
do we distinguish between the two 
in terms of state structure and rela-
tionship with society in order to make 
sense of the structural variations in 
explaining disparate developmental 
trajectories? 

 > Predatory states vs. 
   authoritarian developmental
   states

   I argue that both the early version of 
the authoritarian developmental state 
and the predatory state are charac-
terized by substantial authoritarian 
tendencies and the powerful role of 
personal networks. For example, dur-
ing South Korea’s high-growth indus-
trialization, Park Chung-hee enjoyed 
close personal ties with two of the 
country’s leading businesses, Hyun-
dai and Daewoo; thus, one might fi nd 
it diffi cult to disentangle the role of 
the state-defi ned public purpose of 
growth from the role of private profi t 
motives and crony capitalism. Howev-

er, the state was always in command; 
it never lost its disciplinary capacity. 
For instance, when businesses failed 
to meet set targets, they were pun-
ished through withdrawal of incen-
tives. The state’s compulsion was 
pervasive and real. 

   The two types of states also differ 
considerably in terms of the state’s 
relationship with business and the 
nature of its relations with the mili-
tary. The twentieth-century authori-
tarian developmental state combined 
the use of disciplinary capacity with 
incentives to foster productive alli-
ances with business, while preda-
tory state relations with business are 
parasitic rather than production-ori-
ented; hence they achieve opposite 
developmental outcomes. 

   The nature of the relations with the 
military is also divergent in that the 
use of the military in the twentieth-
century developmental state was 
oriented towards a national project 
rather than personal accumulation. 
For instance, in the Asian classical 
developmental state model, the mili-
tary played an effective role in con-
trolling and repressing domestic labor 
to keep the costs of production low in 
order to attain industry competitive-
ness. Under a predatory state, the 
use of military violence mirrors the 
personalistic accumulation interests 
of the power elite. 

   In terms of the modes of accumu-
lation, the manufacturing sector is 
conspicuously absent. This points to 
the rentier nature of the predatory 
state: that is, it is based on resource 
extraction rather than manufacturing. 
The changing structure of the Zimba-

bwean economy, moving away from 
a signifi cant manufacturing sector to 
the post-independence dominance 
of resource-based extraction, is as-
sociated with this predatory shift. The 
absence of the manufacturing sector 
has implications that illuminate the 
defi ciency of production strategies, a 
uniform feature across disparate sec-
tors. In fact, the main aim of policy 
(such as indigenization and empow-
erment programs) is to channel rents 
to members of the ruling elite. Finally, 
the state needs cooperation with for-
eign capital (in this case, Chinese and 
South African) to generate foreign 
exchange and tax revenue to sup-
port essential government functions. 
Therefore, friendly foreign capital is 
allowed to participate in the sharing 
of resource rents. 

   The key conclusion of the study 
is not only that the power elite had 
class interests that inhibited eco-
nomic transformation and develop-
ment, but also that its voracious 
modes of accumulation and political 
reproduction transformed and sus-
tained Zimbabwe’s predatory state. 
The implications of this will be far-
reaching. Over the years, the coun-
try’s developmental capacities have 
been undercut by a predatory elite 
which relied on violence and patron-
age to retain power and accumulate 
wealth. Reform will come at a politi-
cal cost as it undermines the deeply 
embedded patronage networks. 
In the aftermath of the November 
2017 overt military intervention, the 
party-military and business complex 
has been rejuvenated and is likely to 
endure in the years to come.

Direct all correspondence to: 
Jabusile Madyazvimbishi Shumba 
<jabusile_shumba@biari.brown.edu>
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> Jozi: The Precarious
   City of Gold 

by Alexia Webster, photographer and Edward Webster, University of the Witwatersrand, 
South Africa, member and former President of the ISA Research Committee on Labor 
Movements (RC44)

 A s Africa’s economic hub 
for over 125 years, Jo-
hannesburg – affection-
ately known as Jozi – is 

the world’s largest city not built on the 
banks of a river or near a large port. It 
has, instead, been built on gold. From 
its inception, gold mining transformed 
the world around it through constant 

>>

An abandoned gold mine shaft on the 

outskirts of Johannesburg which is being 

used again by informal miners. 

Photo by Alexia Webster.

Unmarked and hidden from the public is a 

thriving settlement of informal miners and 

their children. Desperate undocumented 

cross-border migrants have brought their 

families with them and eke out a precarious 

existence in hidden spaces not far from the 

city center. Photo by Alexia Webster.

innovation, stimulated by waves of mi-
grants from across the region – and 
indeed the globe. This is evocatively 
captured in Sarah Nuttall and Achille 
Mbembe’s collection of essays on Jo-
hannesburg, where they portray the 
city as a place of intermingling and 
improvisation, a city that is developing 
its own brand of cosmopolitan culture. 

   But there is another side to Johan-
nesburg, a destructive side not only of 
human life, but also of nature itself. 
Johannesburg is, in Joseph Schum-
peter’s words, a case of “creative de-
struction.” Unregulated mining in the 
abandoned mine shafts on the out-
skirts of the city could, some believe, 
destroy the city of gold. 
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 > The origins of the mining 
   industry 

  Central to understanding the mining 
of gold in Jozi is its extremely sensi-
tive cost structure. The challenge 
facing the early prospectors was not 
to fi nd gold, but to fi nd it in payable 
quantities. Profi ts were dependent on 
low production costs for two reasons. 
Firstly, because the average gold con-
tent of the ore is low and it is depos-
ited deep underground. Secondly, 

the internationally determined price 
of gold prevents the mining compa-
nies from transferring any increases 
in working costs to the consumers. 
Consequently, within this narrowly cir-
cumscribed cost structure, the area 
of cost minimization has been wages. 
The historic task of the mine owners, 
then, was to create and contain a 
vast supply of cheap African labor.

   Land dispossession and compulso-
ry taxation forced the men into wage 

>>

labor. They were housed in crowded 
single-sex hostels. They were not 
allowed to bring their families with 
them. The function of the family was 
to reproduce labor power, and to care 
for them back home when they were 
sick, injured, or old. In this way the 
vast peasant population of the region, 
in particular the women, subsidized 
the mine owners, enabling them to 
only pay the costs of maintaining a 
single person.

Deep underground with minimum head space and precarious support 

systems, black miners prepare to blast. For many years afterwards, 

their work experience affected their health, most dying painful early 

deaths from respiratory diseases. Photo: Photographer Unknown, 

from the archive of Luli Callinicos. 

Two young white miner recruits beside an experienced black miner 

in 1907. Black miners earned roughly one-tenth of the white miner. 

Photo: Photographer Unknown, from the archive of Luli Callinicos, 

Gold and Workers, page 75. 

Homeward bound. After a year-long contract mine workers make their 

way home laden with gifts for their families. Photo: Neave Africana 

Collection, Museum Africa Archives.

Mine workers resting on concrete bunks in a compound. 

One dormitory could house up to 40 men with barely the most basic 

provisions of storage, lighting, and heating. Photo: UWC-Robben 

Island Museum, Mayibuye Archives.
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   In order to maintain production, the 
mines went deeper and deeper into 
the bowels of the earth. The high ac-
cident rate on the gold mines is linked 
to the exceptional depths at which 
extraction of gold takes place. The 
average depth is more than 1,600 
meters, with the deepest reaching 
over 4,000 meters underground. A 
major cause of accidents involves 
rock bursts and falls of rock. In 1983, 
the year we began our research, 371 
miners were killed by rock falls. Be-
tween 1900 and 1985, 66,000 min-
ers died underground and more than 
a million were seriously injured. Many 
men were permanently crippled by 
rock falls, spending the rest of their 
lives in wheel chairs or hospitals built 
for paraplegics. 

   Gold is a “wasting asset.” Over 
time, the amount of payable gold be-
neath Johannesburg was exhausted. 
The city’s population had grown expo-
nentially and its secondary economy 
fl ourished to become the country’s 
largest fi nancial hub. The mines 
stopped formal production and the 
sites were abandoned. 

   Yet today, not far from the city cent-
er, you fi nd cross-border migrants, as 
Janet Munakamwe has shown in her 
doctoral thesis, attempting to earn 
an illegal livelihood on the margins of 
the mining sector. They are known as 
the zama zamas. They go down every 
morning with primitive equipment, 
using ropes and torches on their mo-
bile phones. They make their way to 
the rock face with simple hammers, 
spades/shovels, and chisels to crack 
the rock open and gather the ore.

The homecoming. A migrant returns laden 

with gifts for his family in Mduduma in 

1933. Photo: SA Review Pictorial, 

1935-1936.

Women at a newly reopened abandoned mine grinding the ore with their babies on their 

backs. Photo by Alexia Webster.

A miner holds up the hammer he uses to 

break rock underground. 

Photo by Alexia Webster.

>>
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   It is a risky business, writes Angela 
Kariuki: “There is the very real pos-
sibility of running out of food under-
ground, especially when working for 
weeks (sometimes even months) 
at a time. They speak of the lack of 
air, where ventilation equipment is 
no longer working. They also report 
that some have suffocated, espe-
cially when they light fi res either to 
keep themselves warm in very cold 
underground conditions, or to soften 
hard rock areas. And they speak of 
chest infections, persistent coughs, 
and physical injuries sustained during 
frequent rock falls, fl ooding or other 
accidents, or because of the lack of 
ankle-supportive safety boots.” 

  Faced with the indifference of the 
established union movement, these 
miners are beginning to self-organize 
through social networks underpinned 
by social media. Very few belong to 
unions, but new forms of represen-
tation and participation are emerg-
ing, such as worker advice offi ces, 
burial societies, and migrant rights 
associations.

A “zama zama” with a large container pouring the slush into a 

bucket. Photo by Alexia Webster. 

Woman miner brushing the fragments of the ore. 

Photo by Alexia Webster. 

The fi nal product of hours of labor is a 

small nugget of gold. Photo by Alexia 

Webster.

Combining grinding the ore with braiding 

hair and feeding the children. Photo by 

Alexia Webster. 

>>
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   But unregulated mining took a 
dramatic turn when the mayor of Jo-
hannesburg, Herman Mashaba, an-
nounced that the city faced a “loom-
ing catastrophe” (Sunday Times, 
November 25, 2018). Illegal miners, 
he declared, had brought the city to 
the brink of an unprecedented disas-
ter as the zama zamas were blasting 
to within meters of highly infl amma-
ble gas and fuel lines under Johan-
nesburg. Should one of these lines 
be damaged, he declared, every-
thing within a 300m radius will be 
“incinerated.” An offi cial from the 
city council told the Sunday Times 
that key parts of the city were also 
under threat of collapse due to the 

140 km labyrinth of new and existing 
tunnels that illegal miners are dig-
ging or blasting beneath the city.

   So the city that was built on the 
backs of gold miners faces col-
lapse under the impact of desperate 
women and men struggling to fi nd a 
livelihood as “illegal miners” in the 
abandoned gold mines of Jozi. While 
some may celebrate the “free mar-
ket” and the entrepreneurial spirit 
of these brave miners, the unregu-
lated market cannot, as Karl Polanyi 
observed many decades ago, “exist 
for any length of time without anni-
hilating the human and natural sub-
stance of society.”

   Mining communities affected by 
environmental destruction have 
formed networks to protect these 
precarious communities. Whether 
these initiatives could be the em-
bryo of the countermovement en-
visaged by Polanyi seems unlikely, 
but it does support what Michael 
Burawoy and Karl von Holdt call, in 
their Conversations with Bourdieu, 
“the Johannesburg moment.” The 
Johannesburg moment, they write, 
is a post-apartheid moment, a mo-
ment of political rupture. It is also a 
moment of sharp contestation, so-
cial fragmentation and “a profound 
disordering of society.”

Direct all correspondence to: 
Alexia Webster <alexiawebster@gmail.com>
Edward Webster <edward.webster@wits.ac.za>

Informal mines, unlike the formal mining system of the past, involve 

both women and men, and their families. Photo by Alexia Webster.
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> Right-Wing
   Populism  

by Jörg Flecker, University of Vienna, Austria, and member of ISA Research Committee 
on Sociology of Work (RC30), Carina Altreiter, István Grajczjar, and Saskja Schindler, 
University of Vienna, Austria

 F ar-right parties in Europe have benefi tted from 
intensifi ed socioeconomic change following the 
fi nancial and economic crisis in 2008 as well 
as from declining trust in public institutions. 

Since the turn of the century, many of these parties have 
put the social question on their political agenda. Having 
had migration always as a central issue, these parties 
could successfully use the arrival of large numbers of refu-
gees in 2015 to mobilize resentment and hostility among 
the populations. Their trump card of welfare chauvinism is 
thus based on both a more welfare-state-friendly rhetoric 
and a more aggressive xenophobic stance. In this process, 
the far right has laid a claim to the concept of solidarity 
and no longer leaves it to the political left. For example, 
the Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán presented the 
closing of Hungarian borders to refugees as an act of Eu-
ropean solidarity. 

   The research project “Solidarity in times of crisis” (SOC-
RIS)1 takes symbolic struggles over the concept of solidar-

ity as its starting point. By symbolic struggle, we mean 
controversies in which (collective) actors try to impose 
their vision of the social world on others. This relates both 
to what we consider to be right or wrong, good or bad, 
valuable or worthless and to “symbolic boundaries” that 
separate people into groups and generate feelings of simi-
larity and belonging. The project focuses on Austria and 
Hungary, countries affected very differently by the econom-
ic crisis but showing similar political developments. Using 
methodological triangulation of quantitative and qualita-
tive data, SOCRIS provides a deeper understanding of the 
complex relationships between societal change and politi-
cal subjectivity.

   To analyze concepts of solidarity and the related sym-
bolic struggles, we took into account the dimensions of the 
scope or boundaries of the imagined community of solidar-
ity, the foundations of solidarity, and solidary activities, for 
example, in civil society. The SOCRIS survey, conducted 
between July and September 2017 in Austria and Hun-

>>

from a Solidarity Perspective

Demonstration against a new labour law in 

Budapest, Hungary in January 2019. Credit: 

Attila Kisbenedek/AFP/Getty Images.
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gary, was based on representative samples of working–age 
individuals. The analyses of the data provided an in-depth 
understanding about who people express solidarity with, 
when and why people feel responsible for helping others, 
and whether they are in favor of welfare-state support for 
different groups of people.

   One important research question was: What types of 
different solidarity concepts can be discerned in countries 
that seem to be deeply divided, for example, over issues 
of refugee support, means-tested social benefi ts, or state 
support for the Roma minority? In order to group people 
according to their views on solidarity, the survey data were 
subjected to a statistical cluster analysis resulting in seven 
groups per country. Surprisingly, some of the groups show 
similar solidarity concepts in both countries. For example, 
a “non-solidary and inactive” group is characterized by lit-
tle support for the welfare state, by limiting solidarity to 
the family and the neighborhood, and by lacking activities 
in civil society organizations. On the other pole of the soli-
darity continuum we fi nd a “solidary and active” group in 
both countries, i.e. people showing a pattern of solidarity 
characterized by strong support for the welfare state and 
high levels of activity in civil society organizations. Yet, the 
scope of solidarity in this group differs between the coun-
tries: While in Austria people show concern for all human-
kind, in Hungary concern is limited to the national level. 

   However, a large majority of the population could be 
located between these extremes. There, we could iden-
tify several other groups showing different combinations of 
foundation and scope of solidarity as well as levels of activ-
ity. Some of the patterns only exist in one of the countries 
but the most conspicuous country difference relates to the 
size of the groups. If we take the groups or the types of 
solidarity together and only distinguish between exclusive-

ness and inclusiveness, i.e. whether people are in favor of 
ethnic and nationalist closure or show universal solidarity, 
we see that 62% share some form of inclusive solidarity 
in Austria whereas this is only the case of 39% of the re-
spondents in Hungary. Conversely, some 40% of Hungar-
ians show a clearly ethnically or nationally limited solidarity 
whereas this applies to 27% of the respondents in Austria.

   Because of the strength of xenophobic and welfare chau-
vinist parties in both countries, we were also interested 
to see whether the solidarity patterns match party prefer-
ences. As expected, the strongest support for extreme and 
populist right-wing parties can be found among the non-
solidary and nationally-exclusive solidary clusters in both 
countries. However, we also fi nd that a substantial share 
of people in the most inclusive clusters (20% in Hungary 
and some 15% in Austria) are supporters of these par-
ties. This means that some people vote for these parties 
not because of, but despite, their xenophobic and welfare 
chauvinist stance. It should also caution us against as-
suming that the far right simply represents attitudes exist-
ing in the population as people may be attracted to it for 
quite different reasons.

   In contrast to large parts of the current debates on right-
wing populism, the results of the SOCRIS project indicate 
that it is not only one particular social group, such as de-
prived blue-collar workers, whose voting behavior explains 
the success of far-right parties. While lower status, depri-
vation, and feelings of political powerlessness are indeed 
important factors, surprisingly a considerable part of sym-
pathizers of both Austrian and Hungarian far-right parties 
are well-off, feel appreciated, and have benefi tted from 
recent socio-economic changes. 

   The solidarity perspective contributes to our understand-
ing of cleavages in societies and support for the far right. 
There is a certain match between solidarity concepts and 
party preferences. Yet, in spite of the importance of wel-
fare chauvinism, we cannot trace back the success of 
these parties simply to “exclusionary solidarity.” For one, in 
contrast to their rhetoric the parties do not even support a 
developed welfare state for the national in-group. What is 
more, solidarity patterns are often rather complex and the 
ensuing ambiguities and contradictions provide a certain 
openness for political mobilization from different sides. 

1. The project is funded by the Austrian Science Fund FWF (Nr. I 2698-G27) and the 
Hungarian Scientifi c Research Fund OTKA (Nr. ANN 120360).

Direct all correspondence to Jörg Flecker <joerg.fl ecker@univie.ac.at>
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Demonstration against racism in Vienna, Austria in March 2019. 

Photo: Jörg Flecker.




